We give anÕ(n 7/5 log(nC))-time 1 algorithm to compute a minimum-cost maximum cardinality matching (optimal matching) in K h -minor free graphs with h = O(1) and integer edge weights having magnitude at most C. This improves upon theÕ(n 10/7 log C) algorithm of Cohen et al. [SODA 2017] and the O(n 3/2 log(nC)) algorithm of Gabow and Tarjan [SIAM J. Comput. 1989]. For a graph with m edges and n vertices, the well-known Hungarian Algorithm computes a shortest augmenting path in each phase in O(m) time, yielding an optimal matching in O(mn) time. The HopcroftKarp [SIAM J. Comput. 1973], and Gabow-Tarjan [SIAM J. Comput. 1989] algorithms compute, in each phase, a maximal set of vertex-disjoint shortest augmenting paths (for appropriately defined costs) in O(m) time. This reduces the number of phases from n to O( √ n) and the total execution time to O(m √ n). In order to obtain our speed-up, we relax the conditions on the augmenting paths and iteratively compute, in each phase, a set of carefully selected augmenting paths that are not restricted to be shortest or vertexdisjoint. As a result, our algorithm computes substantially more augmenting paths in each phase, reducing the number of phases from O( √ n) to O(n 2/5 ). By using small vertex separators, the execution of each phase takesÕ(m) time on average. For planar graphs, we combine our algorithm with efficient shortest path data structures to obtain a minimum-cost perfect matching inÕ(n 6/5 log (nC)) time. This improves upon the recentÕ(n 4/3 log (nC)) time algorithm by Asathulla et al. [SODA 2018].
Introduction
Consider a bipartite graph G(A ∪ B, E) with |A| = |B| = n. For the edge set E ⊆ A × B, let every edge (a, b) ∈ E have a cost specified by c(a, b). A matching M ⊆ E is a set of vertex-disjoint edges whose cost c(M ) is given by (a,b)∈M c(a, b). M is a maximum cardinality matching if M is the largest possible set of vertex-disjoint edges. A minimum-cost maximum cardinality matching is a maximum cardinality matching with the smallest cost.
In this paper, we present an efficient algorithm for any graph that admits an r-clustering. A clustering of a graph G is a partitioning of G into edge disjoint pieces. A vertex is a boundary vertex if it participates in more than one piece of this clustering. For a parameter r > 0, an r-clustering of a graph is a clustering of G into edge-disjoint pieces {R 1 , . . . , R k } such that k =Õ(n/ √ r), every piece R j has at most O(r) vertices, and each piece hasÕ( √ r) boundary vertices. Furthermore, the total number of boundary vertices, counted with multiplicity, isÕ(n/ √ r). For any directed graph G with an r-clustering, one can compress G to a graph H as follows. The vertex set of H is the set of boundary vertices and we add an edge in H if the two boundary vertices are connected by a directed path inside one of the pieces. It is easy to see that H hasÕ(n/ √ r) vertices andÕ(n) edges. In this paper, we design anÕ(mr + m √ n/r 1/4 ) time algorithm to compute minimum-cost matching for bipartite graphs that admit an r-clustering. Setting r = n 2/5 minimizes the running time toÕ(mn 2/5 ). For several natural classes of graphs such as planar graphs and K h -minor free graphs, there are fast algorithms to compute an r-clustering for any given value of r. For such graphs, we obtain faster minimum-cost matching algorithms.
Previous work. In an arbitrary bipartite graph with n vertices and m edges, Ford and Fulkerson's algorithm [5] iteratively computes, in each phase, an augmenting path in O(m) time, leading to a maximum cardinality matching in O(mn) time. Hopcroft and Karp's algorithm (HK-Algorithm) [7] , in each phase, computes a maximal set of vertex-disjoint shortest augmenting paths in O(m) time. This reduces the number of phases from n to O( √ n) and the total execution time to O(m √ n). For planar graphs, multiple-source multiple-sink max-flow can be computed in O(n log 3 n) time [2] . This also gives an O(n log 3 n) algorithm for maximum cardinality bipartite matching on planar graphs. Such matching and flow algorithms in planar graphs are based on a reduction to computing shortest paths in the planar dual graph. However, it is unclear how such a reduction extends to minimum cost matching or K h -minor free graphs.
In weighted graphs with n vertices and m edges, the well-known Hungarian method computes a minimumcost maximum cardinality matching in O(mn) time [12] by iteratively computing a shortest augmenting path. Gabow and Tarjan designed a cost-scaling algorithm (GT-Algorithm) to compute a minimum-cost perfect matching in O(m √ n log(nC)), where C is the largest cost on any edge of the graph [6] . Their method, like the Hopcroft-Karp algorithm, computes a maximal set of vertex disjoint shortest (for an appropriately defined augmenting path cost) augmenting paths in each phase. To assist in computing these paths, they introduce an error of +1 to the cost of each matching edge, giving a total error of O(n) for any matching. Using the scaling approach, they are able to compute an optimal matching despite these errors. Furthermore, they are able to show that the total error in all augmenting paths computed during each scale is O(n log n), which in turn bounds the total number of edges on all the augmenting paths by O(n log n).
Recently, Asathulla et al. [1] gave anÕ(n 4/3 log (nC)) scaling algorithm (AKLR-Algorithm) for minimumcost perfect matching in planar graphs. We have outlined their approach in Algorithm 1. Initially, their algorithm executes O( √ r) iterations of the GT-Algorithm in order to match all but O(n/ √ r) vertices (line 2). Next, they use the r-clustering to construct the compressed residual graph H (line 3) consisting of O(n/ √ r) vertices and O(n) edges. Each edge of the compressed residual graph is given a weight equal to that of the shortest path between the two vertices in the corresponding piece.
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The AKLR-Algorithm iteratively finds a single shortest augmenting path each iteration (line 5) and augments the matching along this path (line 6). Their use of planar shortest path data structures allows each augmenting path to be found quickly, in time proportional to the number of vertices of the compressed graph, i.e., O(n/ √ r). Augmenting along a path forces portions of the compressed residual graph to be updated. In order to limit the number of these updates, they introduce an error of √ r on each boundary vertex of the compressed graph. Like the GT-Algorithm, they are able to show that the total error of all augmenting paths computed by the AKLR-Algorithm is O(n log n) and so, the augmenting paths can use at most O((n/ √ r) log n) boundary vertices, which in turn bounds the total number of updates. Furthermore, only O(n/ √ r) vertices have an error of √ r and so, the total error of the optimal matching is still O(n), and is removed using the scaling approach. Two other approaches for weighted matching problems include the randomized matrix multiplication approach (Õ(n ω/2 C) time) [16] and the electric-flow based approach (Õ(m 10/7 log C) time) [3] . Here, ω < 2.373 is the exponent of matrix multiplication complexity. For a comparison of various approaches' running times, see Figure 1 . 
Our results
In this paper, we design an algorithm to compute minimum-cost perfect matching in bipartite graphs with an r-clustering. Our algorithm runs inÕ(mr + m √ n/r 1/4 ) time. For r = n 2/5 , we obtain anÕ(mn 2/5 ) time algorithm to compute the optimal matching. As consequences, we obtain the following results:
• For K h -minor free graphs, we obtain anÕ(n 7/5 log (nC)) time algorithm to compute the minimum-cost matching. In comparison, a min-cost matching can be computed inÕ(n 10/7 log C) time [3] .
• For planar graphs, our approach leads to an execution time ofÕ(n 6/5 log (nC)) improving the previous O(n 4/3 log (nC)) time algorithm by Asathulla et al. [1] .
An r-clustering can be quickly constructed for any graph with m edges, n vertices, and an efficiently computable O( √ n)-sized separator on all subgraphs. For such a graph, our algorithm computes a minimumcost matching inÕ(mn 2/5 log (nC)) time. 2 The reduction of Gabow and Tarjan from maximum cardinality minimum-cost matching to minimum-cost perfect matching preserves the r-clustering in the input graph. Therefore, we can use the same reduction to also compute a minimum-cost maximum cardinality matching inÕ(mn 2/5 ) time. Our results are based on a new approach to speed-up augmenting path based matching algorithms, which we describe next.
Algorithm 2 A scale of our algorithm for K h -minor free graphs with complexities. 
Our approach
The HK, Hungarian, GT, and AKLR algorithms rely upon computing, in each phase, one or more vertex-disjoint minimum-cost augmenting paths, for an appropriate cost definition. To assist in computing these paths, each algorithm defines a weight on every vertex. For instance, the HK-Algorithm assigns a layer number to every vertex by conducting a BFS from the set of free vertices in the residual graph. Any augmenting path that is computed in a layered graph -a graph consisting of edges that go from a vertex of some layer i to layer i + 1 -is of minimum length. Similarly, the Hungarian, GT and AKLR algorithms assign a dual weight to every vertex satisfying a set of constraints, one for each edge. Any augmenting path in an adimissible graph -containing edges for which the dual constraints are "tight" and have zero slack -is a minimum-cost augmenting path for an appropriate cost. Hungarian and AKLR Algorithms iteratively compute such augmenting paths and augment the matching along these paths.
The GT-Algorithm (resp. HK-Algorithm) computes, in each phase, a maximal set of vertex-disjoint augmenting paths in the admissible graph (resp. layered graph) by iteratively conducing a partial DFS from every free vertex. Each such DFS terminates early if an augmenting path is found. Moreover, every vertex visited by this search is immediately discarded from all future executions of DFS for this phase. This leads to an O(m) time procedure to obtain a maximal set of vertex-disjoint augmenting paths.
In order to obtain a speed-up, we deviate from these traditional matching algorithms as follows. In each phase, we compute substantially more augmenting paths that are not necessarily minimum-cost or vertexdisjoint. We accomplish this by allowing the admissible graph to have certain edges with positive slack. We then conduct a partial-DFS on this admissible graph. Unlike traditional methods, we do not discard vertices that were visited by the DFS and instead allow them to be reused. As a result, we discover more augmenting paths. Revisits increase the execution time per phase. Nonetheless, using the existence of an r-clustering, we bound the amortized execution time by O(m) per phase.
So, how do we guarantee that our algorithm computes significantly more augmenting paths in each phase? The HK-Algorithm measures progress made by showing that the length of the shortest augmenting path increases by at least one at the end of each phase. After √ n phases, using the fact that the length of the shortest augmenting path is at least √ n, one can bound the total number of free vertices by O( √ n). In the GT-Algorithm, the dual weights assist in measuring this progress. Gabow and Tarjan show that the free vertices of one set, say B, increases by at least 1 in each phase whereas the dual weights of free vertices of A always remains 0. After √ n phases, using the fact that the dual weights of all free vertices is at least √ n, one can bound the total number of free vertices by √ n. Note that this observation uses the fact that at the beginning of each scale, the cost of the optimal matching is O(n).
In our algorithm, which is also based on the scaling paradigm, we achieve a faster convergence by aggressively increasing the dual weight of free vertices of B by O(n 1/5 ) while maintaining the dual weights of free vertices of A at 0. So, the progress made in one phase of our algorithm is comparable to the progress made by O(n 1/5 ) phases of GT-Algorithm. As a result, at the end of O(n 2/5 ) phases, the dual weight of every free vertex is at least n 3/5 and the number of free vertices remaining is no more than O(n 2/5 ). Each of the remaining can be matched in O(m) time by conducting a simple Hungarian Search leading to an execution time of O(mn 2/5 ).
Next, we present an overview of our algorithm.
Overview of the algorithm
Our algorithm uses a bit-scaling framework similar to that of the AKLR-Algorithm. Algorithm 2 provides an overview of each scale of our algorithm. We split Algorithm 2 into three steps. The first step, corresponding to line 2, we call the preprocessing step. We reference lines 3-6 as the second step and lines 7-9 as the third step. Note that lines 1-3 and 7-10 are almost identical (with minor differences in implementation) to lines 1-3 and 4-7 of Algorithm 1. Similar to the AKLR-Algorithm, after the preprocessing step, we have O(n/ √ r) free vertices remaining. The second step takes this matching, iteratively calls FASTMATCH and returns a matching with only O( √ n/r 1/4 ) free vertices. An execution of FASTMATCH is similar to a phase of the GT-Algorithm. In lines 7-9, we match the remaining free vertices by simply finding one augmenting path at a time.
We give an overview of the second step next. For full details, see Section 6.3.
• We associate a slack with every edge of the residual graph G and its compressed representation H. The projection of an edge (u, v) of the compressed residual graph H is a path with the smallest total slack between u and v inside any piece R j of the r-clustering. The slack of edge (u, v) is simply the total slack on the projection. For any edge (in G or H) directed from u to v, we define slack so that if the dual weight of u increases (in magnitude) by c the slack on (u, v) decreases by c whereas if the dual weight of v increases (in magnitude) by c, so does the slack. In the residual graph, we say that any edge between two non-boundary vertices is admissible only if it has a zero slack. However, we allow for admissible edges of the residual graph that are incident on a boundary vertex to have a slack of √ r. As a result, an augmenting path of admissible edges in the residual graph need not be a shortest augmenting path. For an edge (u, v) of the compressed residual graph, we define it to be admissible if it has a slack at most √ r.
• The FASTMATCH procedure conducts a DFS-style search on the admissible graph of H from every free vertex v. For every vertex of H that does not lead to an augmenting path, this search procedure raises its dual weight (magnitude) by √ r. As a result, the DFS either finds an augmenting path and matches v or raises the dual weight of v by √ r as desired. When the search procedure finds an augmenting path P of admissible edges in H, it adjusts the dual weights (using a procedure called SYNC) and projects P to an admissible augmenting path in the residual graph of G. . An example where a vertex z is visited multiple times during a phase of FASTMATCH. The status of a piece in the r-clustering and its compressed representation is given both before and after augmentation, with edge slacks. By augmenting along a path containing (u, v), a new path is created using (y, z), causing the revisit.
• Unlike the GT or HK algorithms, our algorithm immediately augments along this admissible path and does not throw away vertices visited by the search. This causes the augmenting paths computed during the FASTMATCH procedure to not necessarily be vertex-disjoint. Furthermore, vertices of the graph H can be visited multiple times within the same execution of the FASTMATCH procedure. We describe an example of such a scenario; see Figure 2 and the discussion at the end of this section for more details. Due to these revisits, unlike the GT-Algorithm (where each phase takes O(m) time), we cannot bound the time taken by the FASTMATCH procedure. We note, however, that every vertex visited by the search either lies on an augmenting path or has its dual weight (magnitude) increased by √ r . Therefore, any vertex v of H that is unsuccessfully visited √ n/r 1/4 times by the search will have a dual weight magnitude of at least √ nr 1/4 . In order to limit the number of visits of a vertex, whenever a vertex v ∈ B whose dual weight exceeds √ nr 1/4 is visited, the search procedure immediately computes a projection − → P of the current DFS search path. This projection forms an alternating path from a free vertex to v in G. After setting M ← M ⊕ − → P , v is a free vertex with dual weight (magnitude) at least √ nr 1/4 . The vertex v is then marked as inactive and will not participate in any future execution of the FASTMATCH procedure. The second step of the algorithm ends when all remaining free vertices become inactive (this happens after O( √ n/r 1/4 ) executions of FASTMATCH). Using the fact that the optimal matching has cost of O(n), we can show that the number of inactive free vertices cannot exceedÕ( √ n/r 1/4 ).
• Due to the fact that an augmenting path P in H computed by the search procedure need not be a path with a minimum cost, its projection − → P may be a non-simple path in the underlying graph G. To avoid creating such non-simple projections, when our DFS style search encounters a cycle C, the algorithm computes its projection − → C and flips the edges on the cycle immediately by setting M ← M ⊕ − → C . This modification requires us to update all pieces that contain edges of − → C . When the search finds an augmenting path (resp. cycle) in the admissible graph of H, due to the active elimination of cycles, we can guarantee that its projection indeed a simple path (resp. cycle) of admissible edges.
• The total time taken by the FASTMATCH procedure can be attributed to the time taken by the DFS style search to find augmenting paths, alternating paths, and alternating cycles (search operations) and the time taken to project, flip the edges, and update the compressed residual graph for the paths an cycles (update operations). The dual weight of any vertex cannot exceed √ nr 1/4 and so, every vertex is visited by the search O( √ n/r 1/4 ) times. Since the compressed residual graph has O(n) edges, the total time taken by the search operations is bounded byÕ(n 3/2 /r 1/4 ). Like Asathulla et al. we must argue that the total number of compressed graph updates is small. However, unlike their algorithm, we must also account for alternating paths and cycles instead of just augmenting paths. Despite this, we show that the total length of all the cycles, alternating paths and augmenting paths computed in the compressed graph H does not exceed O((n/ √ r) log n). The total time for the update operations isÕ(mr).
Summing up over all scales, and setting r = n 2/5 gives the claimed running time.
Discovery of augmenting paths that are not vertex-disjoint. We present a scenario where an execution of FASTMATCH procedure causes a vertex z of H to be visited twice leading to the discovery of two augmenting paths that are not vertex-disjoint; see Figure 2 (edge weights represent slacks). Here, (a) and (c) represent the states of the residual graph within a piece before and after augmenting along the first path. (b) and (d) give the compressed graph counterparts of (a) and (c) respectively. b 1 , b 2 are free vertices of B and a 1 , a 2 are free vertices of A. Suppose that the FASTMATCH procedure begins a DFS search from b 1 , eventually adds u to the search path, and explores the admissible edge (u, z) with slack 0 (Figure 2(b) ). The search procedure now adds z to the search path. Now suppose the execution of DFS-style search from z does not lead to any augmenting path of admissible edges and the search backtracks from z. At this time, the dual weight (magnitude) of z increases by √ r making the edge (z, a 2 ) admissible. After backtracking from z, the search proceeds along (u, v) and finds an augmenting path from b 1 to a 1 in H. In order to create an admissible projection, that algorithm increases the dual weight (magnitude) of u by √ r and as a result reduces the slack on (x, x ) to 0. After augmentation, the new edge (y, z) (in Figure 2(d) ) is also admissible. Now suppose, in the same execution of FASTMATCH a different DFS begins from b 2 and eventually adds the vertex y to the path. Both (y, z) and (z, a 2 ) are admissible. So, our search visits z for a second time and also finds an augmenting path to a 2 . Note that both augmenting paths found use (x, x ). Furthermore, z was visited multiple times during a single execution of FASTMATCH procedure.
Organization. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we present the background on the matching algorithms that serve as the building blocks for our approach. In particular, we present a new variant of Gabow and Tarjan's algorithm that our search procedure is based on. In Section 3 we define the notion of an R-feasible matching based on an r-clustering and related concepts. Section 4 describes our definition of the compressed graph and compressed feasibility, which differs slightly from that in [1] . In Section 5, we describe the overall scaling algorithm. In section 6, we present our algorithm for each scale. In Section 7 we prove the correctness and efficiency of our algorithm. In Section 8, we combine our algorithm with shortest path data structures designed for planar graphs to achieve an O(n 6/5 ) time algorithm. We conclude in Section 9. Proofs of some of the lemmas are presented in the appendix.
Background
In this section, we present definitions relevant to matching and give an overview of the Hungarian Algorithm. We use ideas from a new variant of the GT-Algorithm which we present in Section 2.1.
Preliminaries on matching. Given a matching M on a bipartite graph, an alternating path (resp. cycle) is a simple path (resp. cycle) whose edges alternate between those in M and those not in M . We refer to any vertex that is not matched in M as a free vertex. Let A F (resp. B F )be the set of free vertices of A (resp. B). An augmenting path P is an alternating path between two free vertices. We can augment M by one edge along P if we remove the edges of P ∩ M from M and add P \ M to M . After augmenting, the new matching is given by M ← M ⊕ P , where ⊕ is the symmetric difference operator. For a matching M , we define a directed graph called the residual graph G M (A ∪ B, E M ). We represent a directed edge from a to b as − → ab. For every edge (a, b) ∈ E ∩ M , we have an edge − → ab in E M and for every edge (a, b) ∈ E \ M , there is an edge − → ba in E M . Note that G and G M have the same vertex set and edge set with the edges of G M directed depending on their membership in the matching M . For simplicity in presentation, we treat the vertex set and the edge set of G and G M as identical. So, for example, a matching M in the graph G is also a matching in the graph G M . It is easy to see that a path − → P in G M is a directed path if and only if this path is an alternating path in G.
Hungarian Algorithm. In the Hungarian Algorithm, for every vertex v of the graph G, we maintain a dual weight y(v). A feasible matching consists of a matching M and a set of dual weights y(·) on the vertex set such that for every edge (u, v) with u ∈ B and v ∈ A, we have
For the Hungarian algorithm, we define the net-cost of an augmenting path P as follows:
We can also interpret the net-cost of a path as the increase in the cost of the matching due to augmenting it along P , i.e., φ(P ) = c(M ⊕ P ) − c(M ). We can extend the definition of net-cost to alternating paths and cycles in a straight-forward way.
The Hungarian algorithm starts with M = ∅. In each iteration, it computes a minimum net-cost augmenting path P and updates M to M ⊕ P . The algorithm terminates when we there is a perfect matching. During the course of the algorithm, it maintains the invariant that there are no alternating cycles with negative net-cost.
It can be shown that any perfect matching M is a min-cost perfect matching iff there is no alternating cycle with negative net-cost with respect to M . Any perfect matching M that satisfies the feasibility conditions (1) and (2) has this property. Thus it is sufficient for the Hungarian algorithm to find a feasible perfect matching.
In order to find the minimum net-cost augmenting path, the Hungarian algorithm uses a simple Dijkstratype search procedure called the Hungarian Search. The Hungarian Search computes the minimum net-cost path as follows. For any edge (u, v), let c(u, v) − y(u) − y(v) be the slack of (u, v). Consider a directed graph G M , which is the same as the residual graph G M except the cost associated with each edge is equal to its slack. It can be shown that the minimum weight directed path in G M corresponds to the minimum net-cost augmenting path in G. Since the slack on every edge is non-negative by feasibility condition (1), the graph G M does not have any negative cost edges. Therefore, we can simply use Dijkstra's algorithm to compute the minimum net-cost augmenting path. After this, the dual weights are updated in such a way that the invariants are satisfied. See [12] for details. The Hungarian algorithm computes O(n) augmenting paths each of which can be computed by Hungarian Search in O(m) time. Therefore the total time taken is O(mn). At any stage of the algorithm, the matching M and the set of dual weights y(·) satisfy the following invariants:
(i) M and the set of dual weights y(·) form a feasible matching.
(ii) For every vertex b ∈ B, y(b) ≥ 0, and if b is a free vertex then the dual weight y(b) = max v∈B y(v).
(iii) For every vertex a ∈ A, y(a) ≤ 0, and if a is a free vertex then the dual weight y(a) = 0.
The dual weights of vertices in B are always non-negative and the dual weights of vertices in A are nonpositive, a property also satisfied by our algorithm. Next, we introduce a modified version of Gabow and Tarjan's algorithm. Some elements of our algorithm will be based on this variant.
Modified Gabow-Tarjan Algorithm
We begin by giving an overview of the algorithm and describe the steps it takes between two successive scales. After that, we present the algorithm inside each scale. The steps taken by this algorithm are different from Gabow and Tarjan's original algorithm and its correctness requires a proof. Instead of providing a proof of correctness here, we adapt this algorithm for our setting and provide a proof for our case directly.
As in the Hungarian algorithm, the Gabow-Tarjan algorithm also maintains a dual weight for every vertex of G. We define a 1-feasible matching to consist of a matching M and set of dual weights y(v) such that for every edge between u ∈ A and v ∈ B we have
Gabow and Tarjan presented a similar feasibility constraints for the minimum-cost degree constrained subgraph (DCS) of a bipartite multigraph [6] . Note, however, that our definition of 1-feasibility is different from the original definition of 1-feasibility as given by Gabow and Tarjan:
A 1-optimal matching is a perfect matching that is 1-feasible. We define the slack of an edge to be c(u
The following lemma relates 1-optimal matchings to the optimal matchings.
Lemma 2.1 For a bipartite graph G(A ∪ B, E) with an integer edge cost function c, let M be a 1-optimal matching and M OPT be the optimal matching. Then, c(M ) ≤ c(M OPT ) + 2n.
For every (a, b) ∈ E, suppose we redefine the edge weight to be c * (a, b) = (2n + 1)c(a, b). This uniform scaling of edge costs preserves the set of optimal matchings and guarantees that any sub-optimal matching has a cost that is at least 2n + 1 greater than the optimal cost. Thus, a 1-optimal matching with the edge weights c * (·, ·) corresponds to an optimal matching with the original edge weights c(·, ·).
We now describe the bit-scaling paradigm. For any edge (u, v), let b 1 , b 2 . . . b be the binary representation of c * (u, v). Let c i (u, v) correspond to the most significant i bits of c * (u, v). The Gabow-Tarjan Algorithm consists of scales. The algorithm for any scale i takes a bipartite graph on A, B, with a cost function c i (·, ·), and a set of dual weights y(v) for every vertex v ∈ A ∪ B as input. Let
Then, c i (·, ·) satisfies the following at the beginning of the ith scale:
• For every edge (u, v), c i (u, v) ≥ 1, and,
• The cost of a 1-optimal matching with respect to
Given such an input, the algorithm for each scale returns a perfect matching M and a set of dual weights y(·) so that M, y(·) is a 1-optimal matching. The input to the first scale is the graph G(A ∪ B, E) with the cost c 1 (·, ·) and a set of dual weights of −1 on every vertex of B and dual weights of 0 on every vertex of A. It is easy to see that c 1 (·, ·) satisfies the two conditions. For any scale i, the algorithm computes a matching M and dual weights y (·) so that M, y (·) is a 1-optimal matching with respect to the costs c i (·). For every vertex v ∈ A ∪ B, let y(v) be the sum of the dual weight y (v) and the initial dual weight assigned at the start of the scale i to v. Then, it can be shown that M, y(·) is 1-optimal with respect to c i (·, ·).
For any i ≥ 1, we use the 1-optimal matching M, y(·) returned by the algorithm for scale i to generate an input for scale i + 1 as follows. First, we set the slack (with respect to c i (·, ·)) of every edge of the 1-optimal matching M of scale i to 0. For any edge (u, v) ∈ M , this can be done by reducing the dual weight of one of its vertices, say u by s(u, v), i.e., y(u) ← y(u) − s(u, v). Note that any reduction in dual weight of u does not violate (3) or (4) and so M, y(·) remains 1-optimal. After this, we transfer the dual weights from scale i to scale i + 1 by simply setting, for any vertex v ∈ A ∪ B, y(v) ← 2y(v) − 2. Therefore, at the beginning of scale i + 1, the reduced cost c i+1 (u, v) = c i+1 (u, v) − y(u) − y(v) on every edge is at least 2 and every edge (u, v) in the 1-optimal matching M of scale i has c i+1 (u, v) ≤ 6. So, the cost of an optimal matching and also any 1-optimal matching with respect to the c i+1 (·, ·) is upper bounded by O(n) as desired.
Algorithm for each scale. Now, we present the algorithm for scale i. We refer to an edge (u, v) as admissible if it has a slack of 0, i.e.,
An admissible graph is the set of admissible edges. The algorithm runs in two stages. The first stage of the algorithm executes O( √ n) iterations. In each iteration, the algorithm initiates a DFS search from each free vertex in B F . If it finds an augmenting path in the admissible graph, then it augments the matching right away. Consider a DFS initiated from b ∈ B F . Let P = u 1 , ..., u k be the current path of the DFS with u 1 = b.
• If there is no admissible edges outgoing from u k , then remove
• Otherwise, suppose there is an admissible edge from u k to a vertex v. If v is a free vertex of A, then the algorithm has found an augmenting path of admissible edges and it augments the matching along the path. Otherwise, it adds v to the path as vertex u k+1 and continues the search from v.
This completes the description of a DFS search for augmenting paths. In a single iteration, a DFS is initiated from every free vertex of B F . At the end of the iteration, it can be shown that there are no augmenting paths consisting of only admissible edges and the dual weights of every free vertex b ∈ B F are increased by exactly 1 when b is removed from P . After √ n iterations, the dual weights of vertices in B F will be √ n. It can be shown that, the sum of dual weights of A F and B F cannot exceed the cost of a 1-optimal matching, i.e., O(n). Furthermore, the dual weights of vertices of A F are maintained as 0. So,
This bounds |B F | by O( √ n). After this, we iteratively (for O( √ n) iterations) execute Hungarian Search in O(m) time to find an augmenting path and augment the matching. The total computation time for a single scale is O(m √ n), and summed over all O(log(nC)) scales, total time taken is O(m √ n log (nC)). Gabow and Tarjan show that the total length of all the augmenting paths found is O(n log n), and a similar argument can be applied here.
There are two aspects in which this description of Gabow and Tarjan's algorithm differs from the original GT-Algorithm. First, in the first √ n phases, we avoid doing a Hungarian Search and only conduct several partial depth-first searches. Second, for any partial DFS, all vertices of B (resp. A) that are visited by the DFS but do not lead to an augmenting path undergo an increase (resp. decrease) in their dual weight. The dual weights of B start at 0 and only increase during the algorithm. Therefore, dual weights of B are non-negative. Similarly, the dual weights of A start at 0 and may reduce during the algorithm. So, dual weights of vertices in A are non-positive. So, if the partial DFS visits any vertex, except for vertices that are along any augmenting path P , there will be an increase in the magnitude of its dual weight by 1. Whenever a vertex is visited, perhaps each of its deg(v) neighbors could be explored. By careful analysis, the time taken to execute the first √ n phases can also be bounded by
n + n log n), where P j is the j th augmenting path computed by the algorithm.
In the next section, we introduce definitions for feasibility, admissiblity and net-cost as used in our algorithm.
Preliminaries
In this section, we introduce conditions for feasibility, admissibility and the definitions of slack and net-cost as used in our algorithm. Using these definitions, we establish critical properties (Lemma 3.2 and 3.3) of paths in an admissible graph. These definitions and properties are based on an r-clustering, which we formally introduce next.
r-clustering of a graph G. Consider a partitioning of any graph G(V, E) into l edge-disjoint subgraphs called pieces and denoted by
For each piece R j , the vertex set V j and the edge set E j of any piece R j is the set
A vertex v ∈ V which has edges incident from two or more pieces is called a boundary vertex. An edge which is adjacent to one or more boundary vertices is a boundary edge. Any other edge is an interior edge. Let K j denote the set of boundary vertices of R j and let
. Furthermore, the total number of boundary vertices
For any choice of r, an r-clustering can be computed on K h -minor free graphs in O(m log n + n 1+ √ r) time [17] . Note that the r-clustering computed in [17] hasÕ(n/ √ r) pieces,Õ(n/ √ r) boundary nodes (counting multiplicities), andÕ( √ r) boundary nodes per piece. For simplicity in exposition, we present for the case without the poly(log n) terms. After presenting our algorithm, we briefly describe in Section 7.3, the necessary changes to account for these poly(log n) terms.
Convention for notation. Throughout this paper, we will deal with a bipartite graph G. For any vertex u ∈ A ∪ B, throughout this paper we use λ u = −1 if u ∈ A and λ u = 1 if u ∈ B. For simplicity of analysis, we assume without loss of generality that √ r is an integer. Given a matching M and a set of dual weights y(·), we refer to its residual graph by G M . Note that the vertex and edge sets of G and G M are identical (except for the directions) and a matching, alternating path or an alternating cycle in G is also a matching, directed path or a directed cycle in G M . So, if there is any subset P of edges in G, we will also use P to denote the same subset of edges in G M , the directions of these edges are determined by whether or not an edge is in M . We will define a net-cost for an alternating path (or cycle) P in our algorithm and denote it by φ(P ). Any directed path or cycle in G M will inherit its net-cost from G. During the course of our algorithm, for any weighted and directed graph K, we will use the notation K to be the graph identical to K where the cost of any directed edge in the graph is replaced by its slack. Recall that an r-clustering R(G) partitions the edges of G. Since G, G M and G M have the same underlying set of edges, R(G) can be seen as an r-clustering of G M and G M as well.
We next introduce a notion of feasibility that is based on an r-clustering. We assume that we are given an r-clustering,
. Recall that we denote by K the boundary vertices of R and by K j the set of boundary vertices in R j . For every edge uv ∈ E j , we define a 0/1 indicator variable i uv to be 1 iff uv is a boundary edge in R. We define a value δ uv to be max{1, i uv
, we say that a matching M ⊆ E * and a set of dual weights y(·) on vertices of V * are R-feasible if every edge (u, v) ∈ E * satisfies the following two conditions:
The algorithm in [1] used a very similar definition except that it uses a different δ uv . Additionally, here we allow matching edges to violate the traditional feasibility constraints. We can define the slack of an edge (u, v) denoted by s(u, v) with respect to the dual weights as
We define admissible edges next. Any boundary edge (u, v) is admissible only if s(u, v) ≤ √ r. Any edge (u, v) that does not border a boundary vertex is admissible only if s(u, v) = 0. Note that in both cases an admissible edge satisfies δ uv ≥ 2s(u, v).
Our algorithm will compute admissible paths and cycles with respect to R-feasible matchings. For any such path P , we update the matching M by setting M ← M ⊕P . The following lemma shows that the new matching after such an operation remains R-feasible.
Lemma 3.2
Given an R-feasible matching M, y(·) on any bipartite graph G(V, E), let − → P be a path or cycle in G M consisting of only admissible edges. Then, M ← M ⊕ − → P , y(·) is also an R-feasible matching. Furthermore, the slack on every edge (u, v) of − → P with respect to M , y(·) is at least δ uv .
is not a boundary edge, so δ uv = 1. Then the slack s(u, v) is zero and
Thus, (u, v) is R-feasible with respect to M and the slack on the edge with respect to M is at least δ uv . Otherwise, (u, v) is a boundary edge, and
So, feasibility condition (7) holds for (u, v) with respect to M and the slack of (u, v) is at least
is not a boundary edge, so δ uv = 1. Then we have
So, feasibility condition (8) holds for (u, v) with respect to the matching M and dual weights y(·) and the slack of (u, v) is at least δ uv . Otherwise, (u, v) is a boundary edge, and δ uv ≥ 2 √ r. Then the admissible edge (u, v) will satisfy
So, feasibility condition (8) is satisfied with respect to the matching M and dual weights y(·) and the slack of (u, v) is at least δ uv . Since all edges of G satisfy the R-feasibility conditions (7) and (8), the matching M and y(·) is R-feasible.
An R-optimal matching is a perfect matching that is R-feasible. Our algorithm, for the graph G(A ∪ B, E) and the r-clustering R(G), computes an R-optimal matching M along with its dual weights y(·). Note that the notion of R-feasible matching can be defined for any edge induced subgraph of G. In the context of this paper, the only induced subgraphs that we consider are pieces from the set {R 1 , . . . , R l } that are given by the r-clustering of the graph. Our algorithm will maintain an R-feasible matching for each piece. Throughout this paper, we fix the r-clustering in the definition of R-feasibility to be R(G). For any R-feasible matching, when obvious from the context, we will not explicitly mention the induced subgraph the matching is defined on.
For our algorithm, we will define the net-cost of an edge (u, v), φ(u, v) as
For any set of edges S, we can define the net cost as
and the total slack of S can be defined in a similar fashion. Our interest is in net costs for the case where S is an augmenting path, alternating path, or alternating cycle. Consider if we have any matching M and let
From the definitions of net-cost and slack, we get the following relation:
For any vertex u ∈ A ∪ B, throughout this paper we use λ u = −1 if u ∈ A and λ u = 1 if u ∈ B. Given any directed path (resp. cycle) − → P from a vertex u to a vertex v in G M if we add the above equations over all the edges of − → P , we get
Despite allowing for slacks in the admissible edges, the following lemma shows that for any admissible path the difference in the dual weights of its first and last vertex is related to the change in the matching cost and the number of pieces visited by this path.
Lemma 3.3
Given an R-feasible matching M, y(v), suppose we have a simple alternating path or simple alternating cycle
P is a cycle) consisting only of admissible edges. Then,
Proof: Plugging in (17) into equation (20), we get
Consider the case where δ pq = 1. Since (p, q) is admissible, s(p, q) = 0 and we get δ pq − s(p, q) = 1.
is a boundary edge, and s(p, q) ≤ √ r. Then we get δ pq − s(p, q) ≥ δ pq /2. Summing over both cases gives us
which gives us (21).
Corollary 3.4
consisting only of admissible edges and let B( − → P ) denote the edges participating in − → P that are incident on boundary vertices. Then,
Proof: This follows easily from (21) and the fact that all values of δ pq for boundary edges (p, q) are at least 2 √ r.
Compressed Residual Graph
In this section, we formally present the compressed residual graph and compressed feasibility. Note that there are a few key differences between our definition and the compressed residual graph as defined in [1] . We highlight these differences in the discussion below.
Active and inactive free vertices. During the FASTMATCH procedure, the dual weight of a free vertex b ∈ B may exceed a pre-determined upper bound β = √ n/r 1/4 √ r. Such vertices are called inactive. More specifically, a free vertex b is inactive with respect to an R-feasible matching M, y(·) if y(b) ≥ β. All other free vertices of B are active. In our algorithm, each piece R j will have a corresponding R-feasible matching. Therefore, each piece has its own set of inactive vertices, B I j , and its own set of active vertices, B A j .
Compressed residual graph H. We now define a compressed residual graph H, which will be useful in the fast execution of the second step. This definition is similar to the one in [1] with two differences. First, the vertex set of H is modified to include inactive and active free vertices. Second, we will allow any vertex v in H to have an edge to itself, i.e., self-loops. For a matching M , let G M denote the (directed) residual graph with respect to M . Let R(G M ) = R(G) be the r-clustering of G M as given by Definition 3.1. Let A F and B F denote the set of free vertices (vertices not matched by M ) of A and B respectively. Let B A F (resp. B I F ) be the set of free vertices that are also active (resp. inactive). Our sparse graph H will be a weighted multi-graph whose vertex set V H and the edge set E H is defined next.
We define the vertex set V H j and the edge set E H j for each piece R j . The vertex set V H and the edge set E H are simply the union of all the vertices and edges across all pieces. For every piece R j , V H j contains the boundary vertices K j . Also, if there is at least one internal vertex of B that is also an active free vertex, i.e., (V j \ K j ) ∩ B A F = ∅, then we create a special vertex b A j to represent all vertices of this set in V H j . We also create a vertex b I j to represent all inactive free vertices of (V j \ K j ) ∩ B I F . Similarly, we create a vertex a j to represent all the free vertices in (V j \ K j ) ∩ A F if any exist. We refer to the three additional vertices for R j the free internal vertices of R j and refer to b A j (resp. b I j ) as the active (resp. inactive) free internal vertex. We
The vertices in H represent sets of vertices in G. Given a vertex in G, we describe the corresponding vertex in H as a representative vertex. Next we define the set of edges E H j for each pieces R j . Each edge (u, v) in E H j will represent a corresponding shortest net-cost path from u to v in R j . We denote this path as − → P u,v,j and describe this mapping from an edge of E H to its corresponding path in G as projection. For any u, v ∈ V H j , where u and v are allowed to be the same vertex, there is an edge from u to v in each of the following four cases. 1) u, v ∈ K j , i.e., u and v are boundary vertices and there is a directed path − → P from u to v in G M that only passes through the edges of the piece R j . Let − → P u,v,j be the path consisting only of edges of R j that has the smallest net-cost. We denote this type of edge as a boundary-to-boundary edge. When u = v, − → P u,v,j is the smallest net-cost cycle inside R j that contains the vertex u. Since R j is a bipartite graph, such a cycle must consist of at least 4 edges.
and there is a directed path
to v that only passes through the edges of R j . Let − → P u,v,j be the path consisting only of edges of R j that has the smallest net-cost.
3) u ∈ K j , v = a j , and there is a directed path − → P in G M from u to some free vertex in A F ∩ (V j \ K j ) that only passes through the edges of R j . Let − → P u,v,j be the path consisting only of edges of R j that has the smallest net-cost. 4) u = {b A j , b I j } and v = a j are free vertices and there is a directed path
that only passes through the edges in R j . Let − → P u,v,j be the path consisting only of edges of R j that has the smallest net-cost. See Figure 3 for an example piece of H from a piece of G. We set the weight of each edge to be φ( − → P u,v,j ). We also refer to this edge (u, v) as an edge of piece R j in H and denote the set of all edges of piece R j as E H j . The set of edges of H is simply E H = j E H j . Note that H is a multi-graph as there can be directed path from u and v in multiple pieces.
Note that the number of vertices in H is O(n/ √ r). For each vertex v ∈ K, let θ v be the number of pieces in which it belongs. Counting multiplicity, the number of boundary vertices is O(n/ √ r) and therefore,
Any boundary vertex v in H can have edges to at most √ r boundary vertices inside any piece it participates in. Therefore, the total number of edges can be bounded by
leading to the following lemma. This completes the description of the compressed residual graph H. The compressed residual graph defined here differs from the one in [1] in two ways: We classify free vertices as active and inactive and we allow for self-loops in the compressed residual graph H. We describe the reasons for introducing these changes.
Need for self loops. Unlike Gabow and Tarjan's algorithm, we do not compute the shortest augmenting path. So, in order to guarantee that the paths we find in H are simple, we need to actively look for possible cycles. Such a cycle may lie entirely within a piece and involve only a single boundary vertex. Including self-loops in H is helpful in detecting such cycles.
Compressed feasibility. Next, we will define the requirements for a compressed feasible matching. We denote as M j the edges of M that belong to piece
For each piece R j , we maintain a dual weight y j (v) for every vertex in v ∈ V j . These dual weights y j (·) along with M j form an R-feasible matching. Additionally, we store a dual weight ỹ(v) for every v ∈ V H . We say that the dual weightsỹ(·) are H-feasible if they satisfy the following conditions. For each piece R j , and for every directed edge (u, v) ∈ E H j ,
For any graph G, and an r-clustering R(G), we say that a matching M , a set of dual weights y j (·) for the vertices of each piece R j , and a set of dual weightsỹ(·) for the vertices V H , form a compressed feasible matching if the following conditions (a)-(e) are satisfied.
(a) For every vertex v ∈ A H ,ỹ(v) ≤ 0 and for every free vertex v ∈ A F H ,ỹ(v) = 0.
(c) For every piece R j , the matching M j and dual weights y j (·) form an R-feasible matching.
(d) The dual weightsỹ(·) are H-feasible.
(e) For each piece R j and any
Using (a) and (b), we can restate the H-feasibility conditions compactly as
and we can define the slack of an edge
Let u 0 be the first vertex and v be the last vertex of
We say that an edge (u, v) ∈ E H is admissible if the slack s H (u, v) ≤ √ r. Note that a boundary vertex has many different dual weights assigned to it, one for each of the pieces it belongs to. During the course of our algorithm, the magnitudes of the dual weights of vertices in H only increase (with a few exceptions). As we do not immediately update the dual weights of all vertices in G, for some piece R j the dual weight y j (·) may not reflect the updated dual weight. This condition is captured by (e).
Conventions for notations in a compressed residual graph. For every boundary or free internal vertex, we define the representative of v to be v itself if v is a boundary node. Otherwise, if v is a free internal vertex, then it is one of the three free internal vertices a j , b I j or b A j depending on whether v is a free vertex of A, free inactive vertex or a free active vertex respectively. We denote the representative of v by rep(v). For simplicity in exposition, wherever convenient, we will abuse notations and use v to also denote this representative rep(v) in H. Following our convention, we set H to be a graph identical to H with the weight of every edge replaced by its slack.
The compressed residual graph allows our algorithm to search for paths by modifyingỹ(·) values in H without explicitly modifying the y j (·) for every piece R j . In doing so, there may be a free vertex b ∈ B F ∩ V j such thatỹ(rep(b)) may exceed β whereas y j (b) remains below β. In such a situation, our convention is to assume b to be inactive with respect to R j . Thus, when a vertex of H becomes inactive, all the vertices it represents also become inactive. This convention fits with the notion that the valuesỹ(·) can be seen as up to date, while the values y j (·) are lazily updated.
To overcome mild technical challenges encountered in the presentation of the algorithm, we introduce two useful procedures next.
Procedures that reduce dual weight magnitudes. We introduce two procedures, called REDUCE(b A j /b I j , α) and REDUCESLACK (v) , that allow us to reduce the dual weights of vertices of B without violating compressed feasibility. During the second step of the algorithm, the dual weights may decrease in magnitude only within these two procedures. Otherwise, the magnitude of the dual weights only increase. We describe these procedures next.
REDUCE takes as input a free active (resp. inactive) internal vertex b A j (resp. b I j ), and a value α such that
) to α. REDUCESLACK takes as input a matched vertex v ∈ B. Let u ∈ A be the vertex that v is matched to, and let (u, v) belong to the piece R j . The procedure sets
For a discussion on why the REDUCE and REDUCESLACK procedures do not violate the compressed feasibility conditions, see Section A of the appendix. From that discussion, we get the following Lemma.
Lemma 4.2 Invoking REDUCE or REDUCESLACK procedures on a compressed feasible matching will not violate any of the compressed feasibility conditions (a)-(e).
Our Scaling Algorithm
As in the Gabow-Tarjan Algorithm, for every edge (a, b) ∈ E, we redefine its weight to be c * (a, b) = (kn + 1)c(a, b), where k is a constant defined in the upcoming Lemma 5.1. Since this uniform scaling of edge costs preserves the set of optimal matchings, Lemma 5.1 implies that a R-optimal matching of the vertices of A, B with edge weights c * (·, ·) corresponds to an optimal matching with the original edge costs c(·, ·). For any edge (u, v), let b 1 , b 2 . . . b be the binary representation of c * (u, v). Let c i (u, v), correspond to the most significant i bits of c * (u, v). The following lemma bounds the cost of any R-optimal matching on G.
Lemma 5.1 For a bipartite graph G(A ∪ B, E) with a positive integer edge cost function c, let M be an Roptimal matching and M OPT be some optimal matching. Then, c(M ) ≤ c(M OPT )+kn where k = (2k 1 +4k 2 +1) is a constant.
Proof: Edges that are in both M and M OPT need not be considered. Since M , y(·) is R-optimal, all edges of M \ M OPT satisfy (8), and we have
Every edge in M OPT \ M satisfies (7) so we have
By subtracting (27) from (26), we have
Since M OPT and M are both perfect matchings,
Therefore, it is sufficient to bound (u,v)∈M ⊕M OPT δ uv . δ uv can take one one of three values for every edge: 1, 2 √ r, or
. There are at most k 1 √ r boundary vertices per piece R j , and at most one edge in both M and M OPT adjacent to each vertex, so there are at most
. There are at most k 2 n/ √ r boundary vertices in the r-clustering, so there are at most 2k 2 n/ √ r edges in M ⊕ M OPT for which δ uv = 2 √ r. For the other at most
Let k = (2k 1 + 4k 2 + 2). Then we have.
Using an almost identical argument, we can also bound the cost of any R-feasible matching M (not necessarily perfect) and dual weights y(·) by c(M OPT ) + O(n) so long as every free vertex of A has a dual weight of 0 and every free vertex of B has a positive dual weight. Proof: Using (28), it is sufficient to show that
Since M OPT is perfect, we can rewrite the left side as u∈F y(u) where F is the set of free vertices with respect to M . The fact that all free vertices have nonnegative dual weight gives the lemma.
Our algorithm consists of scales. The input to any scale i is a bipartite graph on A, B, with a cost function c i (·, ·), and a set of dual weights y(v) for every node v ∈ A ∪ B. Let the c i (u, v) = c i (u, v) − y(u) − y(v) be the reduced cost of (u, v). Reduced costs satisfy the following properties:
(E1) For every edge (u, v), c i (u, v) ≥ δ uv , and, (E2) The cost of a 1-optimal matching with respect to c i (·, ·) is O(n).
Given an input with these properties, the algorithm within a scale returns an R-optimal matching M and dual weights y (·) with respect to the reduced costs c i (·, ·). Reduced costs do not affect the optimal matching. Furthermore, for every vertex v ∈ A ∪ B, let y(v) be the sum of the dual weight y (v) and the dual weight of v that was provided as input to scale i. It can be shown that M, y(·) is also R-optimal with respect to c i (·, ·).
The input to the first scale is the graph G(A ∪ B, E) with the cost c 1 (·, ·) and a set of dual weights of −1 on every internal vertex u of B, dual weight of − max v∈V δ uv for every boundary vertex u of B and dual weights of 0 on every vertex of A. It is easy to see that c 1 (·, ·) satisfies (E1) and (E2). For any scale i, using c i (·, ·) as the cost, the algorithm for a scale (described below) computes a matching M and dual weights y (·) so that M, y (·) is an R-optimal matching.
For any scale i ≥ 1, we use the R-optimal matching M, y(·) returned by the algorithm for scale i to generate an input for scale i + 1 as follows. It is possible that for any matching edge (u, v) of the R-optimal matching M , the sum of the dual weights y(u) + y(v) greatly exceeds c(u, v) (see (8) 
Following similar steps as those used in showing (29) gives that the cost of the optimal matching or R-optimal matching with respect to
In the next section, we describe an algorithm for each scale. This algorithm takes a graph with positive integer edge costs where the cost of each edge c(u, v) ≥ δ uv (condition (E1))and the optimal matching has a cost of O(n) (condition (E2)). Given this input, it computes an R-optimal matching inÕ(nm 2/5 ) time. After O(log ((kn + 1)C)) scales, the R-optimal matching returned by our algorithm will also be an optimal matching.
Algorithm For Each Scale
Our algorithm takes a bipartite graph G(A ∪ B, E) and its r-clustering as input. Each edge (u, v) of this graph has a positive integer cost of c(u, v) with c(u, v) ≥ δ uv and the optimal matching has a cost no more than O(n). Given such an input, it produces an R-optimal matching.
The algorithm has three steps. The first step (also called the preprocessing step) of the algorithm will execute √ r iterations of a scale of the GT-Algorithm [6] . This can be executed in O(m √ r) time. At the end of this step, the algorithm has a 1-feasible matching M and dual weights y(·) that satisfy the original dual feasibility conditions of Gabow and Tarjan ( (5) and (6)) and there are at most O(n/ √ r) free vertices. Additionally, from the properties of GT-Algorithm, for every free vertex a ∈ A, y(a) = 0, and for every free vertex b ∈ B, y(b) ≥ √ r. Furthermore, the dual adjustments performed during an iteration of GT-Algorithm only decrease dual weights of A and increase dual weights of B. A 1-feasible matching also satisfies the requirements for an R-feasible matching ( (7) and (8)). Therefore, at the end of the first step, we have the following. To match the remaining O(n/ √ r) unmatched vertices, the algorithm will use the r-clustering to construct a compressed residual graph with O(n/ √ r) vertices and O(n) edges (See Section 4 for relevant definitions). The second step consists of iteratively calling the FASTMATCH procedure (lines 4-6 of Algorithm 2) to match all but O( √ n/r 1/4 ) vertices. The third step then iteratively matches the remaining vertices one at a time (lines 7-9 of Algorithm 2).
At the end of the first step of our algorithm, we have a matching M and a set of dual weights that form an R-feasible matching. In Section 6.1, we describe a procedure called CONSTRUCT that, given an R-feasible matching on a piece in the r-clustering, computes and stores the edges of the compressed feasible matching for that piece. In Section 6.2, we describe another procedure called SYNC that, given the edges of a compressed feasible matching of any piece, computes an R-feasible matching. We can use these procedures to convert any R-feasible matching into a compressed feasible matching and vice-versa. We also use these procedures in the second step of our algorithm in Section 6.3.
Computing a compressed feasible matching from an R-feasible matching
In this section, we will present an algorithm to compute a compressed residual graph and a compressed feasible matching from this R-feasible matching M and its set of dual weights y(·). For every vertex v ∈ A∪B, and for every piece R j such that v ∈ V j , we set y j (v) = y(v). For every boundary vertex v ∈ K, we setỹ(v) = y(v). We also set, for every piece R j ,ỹ(a j ) = 0 andỹ(b A j ) = γ where γ ≥ √ r is the dual weight of all free vertices of B F from the first step. Note that β > γ and therefore, there is no inactive free internal vertex at the end of the first step. So, we do not create a free inactive internal vertex for any piece. Note that, from Lemma 6.1, conditions (a), (b) and (e) are trivially satisfied. The matching M j and y j (·) form a 1-feasible matching. Edges satisfying 1-feasibility conditions also satisfy the R-feasibility condition and so (c) is satisfied. The next lemma shows that dual weightsỹ(·) satisfy H-feasibility and therefore (d) holds. Lemma 6.2 Consider a matching M j and a set of dual weights y(·) for a piece R j such that M j , y(·) is Rfeasible. Suppose the dual weights of all vertices of A in V j are non-positive and the dual weights of all vertices of B in V j are non-negative. For any two vertices u, v ∈ V j , let the directed path − → P u,v,j be a minimum net-cost path from u to v in R j . Then,
Furthermore,
Proof: From equation (20) we have,
From the fact that all vertices of B have nonnegative dual weight and all vertices of A have nonpositive dual weight, we get that λ u = |y(u)| and λ v = |y(v)|. This gives (31). From the fact that all slacks in an R-feasible matching are nonnegative, (30) follows.
Using the following lemma, we will provide a procedure called CONSTRUCT to compute all the edges of H. Lemma 6.3 Let R j be a directed graph identical to the directed graph R j except that the cost of any edge (a, b) is set to be its slack s(a, b). Then, for any two vertices u, v in R j , the minimum net-cost directed path from u to v in R j is the minimum cost directed path between u and v in R j . The dual weights y(u), y(v) and the length of the shortest path in R j immediately give us the value of the minimum net-cost between u and v in R j .
Proof: Let P be any alternating path between vertices u and v. We can write the net-cost of P as in equation (31),
For every path, y(u) and y(v) are the same. Therefore, we conclude that computing minimum net-cost path is equivalent to finding the minimum-cost path P * between u and v in R j . Furthermore, the sum of the cost of P * with y(u) and y(v) will give the value of the minimum net-cost between u and v.
We define the slack on any directed edge (u, v) ∈ E H j to be
From the Lemma 6.2 above, it follows that slack of the edge (u, v) is non-negative, and exactly equal to
Following our convention, we use H to denote the compressed residual graph with the same edge set as H but with the edge weights being replaced with their slacks. Our initial choice ofỹ(·) is H-feasible. To assist in the execution of the second step of our algorithm, we explicitly compute the edges of H and sort them in increasing order of their slacks.
The CONSTRUCT procedure. Using Lemma 6.3, we describe a procedure that computes the edges E H j for a piece R j . This process will be referenced as the CONSTRUCT procedure. Note that in some graphs, such as planar graphs, CONSTRUCT could use a faster algorithm; see Section 8. This procedure takes a piece R j of G M as input and constructs the edges of E H j . We next give a summary of how to accomplish this, for further details, see appendix section B. Let R j be the graph of R j , with all edge weights converted to their slacks according to the current matching M j and the current dual assignment y j (·). From equation (31) and Lemma 6.3, it is sufficient to compute the shortest path distances in terms of slacks between all pairs of vertices in V H j . These distances in slacks can then each be converted to net-costs in constant time. Therefore, using O( √ r) separate Dijkstra searches over R j , with each search taking O(m j + n j log n j ) time, the edges of E H j can be computed. From the discussion in appendix section B, we get the following Lemma and Corollary. Lemma 6.4 Given an R feasible matching M j , y j (·), the CONSTRUCT procedure builds the edges of E H j in O( √ r(m j + n j log n j )) time.
Corollary 6.5 Let R-feasible matching M , y(·) be the matching computed at the end of the first step of our algorithm. Given M , y(·), we can use the CONSTRUCT procedure to compute the graph H in O( √ r(m + n log n)) time.
Computing an R-feasible matching from a compressed feasible matching
In a compressed feasible matching, a boundary vertex has multiple dual weights, one corresponding to each of the pieces it belongs to. It also has a dual weightỹ(·) with respect to the graph H. We introduce a synchronization procedure (called SYNC) that will take a compressed feasible matching along with a piece R j and update the dual weights y j (·) so that the new dual weights and the matching M j continue to be R-feasible and for every boundary vertex v ∈ K j , y j (v) =ỹ(v). We can convert a compressed feasible matching into an R-feasible matching by repeatedly invoking this procedure for every piece.
The SYNC procedure is implemented as follows:
• Recollect that the graph R j is a graph identical to R j with slacks as the edge costs. Temporarily add a new source vertex s to R j and add an edge from s to every v ∈ K j . Also add an edge from s to every unmatched internal vertex v of A and
Set the weight of the newly added edge from s to v to κ − κ v . This new graph has only non-negative edge costs.
• Execute Dijkstra's algorithm on this graph beginning from the source vertex s. Let v be the length of the shortest path from s to v as computed by this execution of Dijkstra's algorithm. For each vertex v ∈ V j , if v > κ, then do not change its dual weight. Otherwise, change the dual weight
This completes the description of the SYNC procedure. The SYNC procedure executes Dijkstra's algorithm on R j with an additional vertex s and updates the dual weights of O(n j ) vertices. The total time taken for this is O(m j + n j log n j ) time. To prove the correctness of this procedure, we have to show the following:
(1) The new dual weights y j (·) along with the matching M j form an R-feasible matching.
(2) After the SYNC procedure, for any vertex
We give a proof that these two properties hold after executing SYNC in Lemma C.1 of the appendix. The following lemma establishes properties of the SYNC procedure that will later be used to show that the projection computed by our algorithm are both simple and admissible. For its proof, see appendix section C. Lemma 6.6 Consider a compressed feasible matching with dual weightsỹ(·) assigned to every vertex of V H . For any piece R j and any vertex v ∈ V j , let y * j (v) denote the dual weight prior to executing SYNC, and for any edge (u, v) ∈ E j , let s * (u, v) be the slack prior to executing SYNC. Let y j (·) denote the dual weights of V j after this execution. For any edge (u, v) ∈ E H j with a projection
,j be any shortest path from s to u t in R j . Then, (i) If there exists a shortest path − → P s,ut,j in R j where u is the second vertex on this path, then after the execution of SYNC procedure, for every
(ii) Otherwise, there is no shortest path − → P s,ut,j in R j with u as its second vertex. Consider u * to be the second vertex of some − → P s,ut,j and u * = u. Then,
Informally, Lemma 6.6 states that if the dual weightỹ(u) increased by a sufficiently large amount, then the path − → P s,ut,j must have 0 slack; i.e., all the slack of − → P u 1 ,v,j is focused on its last edge (u t , v). Furthermore, either u is immediately after s on − → P s,ut,j (i.e., u = u 1 ) or some other vertex u * is immediately after s. In the first case, if the edge (u, v) in H is admissible, then all edges of its projection − → P u,v,j are admissible after SYNC. Otherwise, we can conclude that u * must have experienced a large increase in dual weight magnitude.
Given the correctness of the SYNC procedure, we can convert a compressed feasible matching into an Rfeasible matching by simply applying the SYNC procedure to all the pieces. This will guarantee that the dual weight of any vertex v ∈ V , is the same across all pieces and in H. Let y(v) be this dual weight. Every edge (u, v) of the graph G belongs to some piece and therefore satisfies the R-feasiblity conditions. Therefore the matching M along with the dual weights y(·) form an R-feasible matching. Invocation of SYNC on a piece R j takes O(m j + n j log n j ) time.
Lemma 6.7 Given a compressed feasible matching M , we can convert it into an R-feasible matching M with a set of dual weights y(·) in O(m + n log n) time.
Second step of the algorithm
In this section, given a compressed feasible matching with O(n/ √ r) free vertices, we show how to compute a compressed feasible matching with O √ n/r 1/4 unmatched vertices inÕ(mn 2/5 ) time. The second step of our algorithm will execute FASTMATCH procedure √ n/r 1/4 times. We refer to each execution of the FAST-MATCH procedure as one phase of Step 2. Next, we give the details of Step 2.
In each phase of Step 2, the algorithm will invoke the SEARCHANDSWITCH procedure on every active vertex u ∈ B A H . This procedure takes as input a free active vertex u (boundary or internal) and does a DFSstyle search similar to the variant of GT-Algorithm from Section 2.1. This search will find paths or cycles of admissible edges in the compressed residual graph. When a path or cycle P in the compressed graph is found, the algorithm invokes the SWITCH procedure. This procedure projects P to obtain a path − → P in G where − → P is either an:
• Augmenting path,
• Alternating cycle, or
• Alternating path from a free vertex u ∈ B F to some matched vertex v ∈ B.
Note that we refer to P (in H) as an alternating path, augmenting path, or alternating cycle based on its projection − → P . The SWITCH procedure then switches along − → P by setting M ← M ⊕ − → P . Since switching along a path changes the residual graph, the SWITCH procedure updates the compressed graph accordingly. This process continues until at least one of the following holds: (I) λ uỹ (u) has increased by √ r, in step (i) of SEARCHANDSWITCH below, (II) u is a matched boundary vertex, or, (III) u was a free internal vertex b A j of H, that no longer exists in H, i.e., there are no free active internal vertices in R j .
Recall that we define the slack of any edge (u, v) ∈ E H as φ(
is admissible in H if it has at most √ r slack. For any vertex v ∈ V H , let A v be the set of admissible edges of H going out of v. Next, we describe the algorithm.
The procedure will conduct a DFS-style search by growing a path Q = u 0 , u 1 , . . . , u s in H. Here, u 0 = u. The algorithm grows Q by conducting a search at u s as follows:
(i) If A us = ∅, then remove u s from Q, setỹ(u s ) ←ỹ(u s ) + λ us √ r. If s > 0, then continue the search from u s−1 .Otherwise, if s = 0, the procedure terminates since stopping condition (I) is satisfied.
(ii) Otherwise, A us = ∅, then find the smallest slack edge in A us . There could be many edges with the same smallest slack. Among these edges, the algorithm will prefer any edge (u s , v) such that v is already on the path Q. Such a vertex would form a cycle in H. If none of the smallest slack edges lie on the path, then choose an arbitrary edge with the smallest slack. Let the chosen edge be (u s , v) with s H (u s , v) = min (us,v )∈Au s s H (u s , v ). Add v to the path Q as vertex u s+1 .
• If u s+1 ∈ Q, then a cycle C is created. Let u x = v, and let C = u x , u x+1 , ..., u s , u x = u s+1 . Then, set Q ← u 0 , u 1 , ..., u x−1 , call the SWITCH procedure (described below) on C, and continue the search from u x−1 .
• Otherwise u s+1 / ∈ Q,
-If any of the following three conditions hold true, then set P ← u 0 , u 1 , ..., u s , u s+1 and Q ← {u 0 }, and invoke SWITCH on P . * u s+1 ∈ K ∩ B H and |ỹ(u s+1 )| ≥ β, * u s+1 ∈ K ∩ A H and |ỹ(u s+1 )| ≥ β + max (t,u s+1 )∈E δ tu s+1 , or * u s+1 ∈ A F H . -If u 0 is no longer free (i.e., (II) is satisfied), or u 0 no longer exists (i.e., (III) is satisfied), then the SEARCHANDSWITCH procedure terminates. -Otherwise, continue the search from u s+1 .
This completes the search portion of SEARCHANDSWITCH. Next, we will describe the details of SWITCH procedure.
SWITCH procedure. The SWITCH procedure takes an alternating path, augmenting path or an alternating cycle P = u 0 , . . . , u s+1 in H and computes a path or cycle − → P in G by projecting every edge of P . It also updates the dual weights of every vertex on − → P so that − → P consists only of admissible edges. Then, the algorithm sets M ← M ⊕ − → P . This changes the residual graph and its compressed representation. Finally, the procedure updates the compressed graph H to reflect the changes to the underlying residual graph.
(a) For every edge (u, v) ∈ P , mark the piece it belongs to as affected. Let R be the set of all affected pieces.
Execute SYNC on every piece R j ∈ R.
(b) Set a value α ←ỹ(u 0 ).
is the slack before the dual weights are updated (i.e., prior to this execution of (b)). Execute SYNC again on every piece R j ∈ R.
(c) Suppose (u, v) is an edge of piece R j . Project (u, v) to obtain the path − → P u,v,j . This can be done by executing Dijkstra's algorithm over R j . Next, combine all the projections to obtain a path or cycle − → P in the residual graph G M . We show that this path or cycle is a simple path or cycle consisting only of admissible edges.
H and P is an alternating path, then u s+1 is a matched vertex. Let (u s+1 , v s+1 ) be the edge in the matching M belonging to the piece R j . Execute REDUCESLACK(v s+1 ). This makes the edge (u s+1 , v s+1 ) admissible with respect to M j , y j (·) without violating compressed feasibility. Also, add (u s+1 , v s+1 ) to − → P and add R j to R. R j is added to the affected set because the edge (u s+1 , v s+1 ) will change to a non-matching edge during (e), which will affect the edges of E H j .
(e) Update the matching M along − → P by setting M ← M ⊕ − → P . By Lemma 3.2 the new matching is R-feasible within all affected pieces. In the event that − → P was an alternating path to some internal vertex v ∈ B j \ K j , v is now an inactive free internal vertex in G. It is possible that the dual weights of the inactive free internal vertices in R j differ. Therefore, call REDUCE(b I j , β). The residual graph changed during this step. Therefore, call the CONSTRUCT procedure on every affected piece R j ∈ R and recompute the edges in E H j along with their costs.
(f) If P is an alternating path or augmenting path, and u 0 still exists as a vertex b A j ∈ B F H , then execute REDUCE(u 0 , α). This effectively resets all dual weights associated with u 0 to their values prior to step (b). Since the dual weightsỹ(·) of vertices of B A H differ by at most √ r, and α ≥ 0, the preconditions to REDUCE are satisfied.
Third step of the algorithm
After Step 2, the algorithm has a compressed feasible matching with O( √ n/r 1/4 ) unmatched vertices remaining. This can be converted into an R-feasible matching in O(m + n log n) time by Lemma 6.7. Next, we describe a procedure for computing an R-optimal matching from this R-feasible matching. In section 8, we will discuss further optimizations which lead to an even better running time for Step 3 on planar graphs, based on the results from [1] .
Step 3. Given an R-feasible matching with O( √ n/r 1/4 ) unmatched vertices remaining, the algorithm can use O( √ n/r 1/4 ) iterations of Hungarian search to match the remaining vertices, matching one vertex each iteration. Let G be the graph G with all edges having weight equal to their slack with respect to the R-feasible matching. In each iteration of Step 3, the algorithm executes Dijkstra's algorithm on G from the vertices of B F to the vertices of A F in order to find the minimum total slack augmenting path. For each vertex v in G, let v be the distance assigned by Dijkstra's algorithm. Let P be a shortest augmenting path found, and let max be the distance to the free vertex of A F in P . Then for each vertex with v ≤ max , the algorithm sets y(v) ← y(v) + λ( max − v ). This dual weight change ensures all edges of P are admissible, while also preserving R-feasibility. The algorithm then sets M ← M ⊕ P , which increases the matching size by one while preserving R-feasibility.
Analysis of Algorithm
Step 1 of the algorithm computes a R-feasible matching M with all but O(n/ √ r) unmatched vertices. This matching is then converted into a compressed feasible matching.
Step 2 iteratively computes alternating paths, augmenting paths and cycles and switches the edges along them. While doing so, it maintains a compressed feasible matching. In O(n 3/2 /r 1/4 + mr) time, we obtain a compressed feasible matching with no more than O( √ n/r 1/4 ) unmatched vertices.
Step 3 computes the remaining augmenting paths iteratively by doing a simple Hungarian search in O(m √ n/r 1/4 ) time. For r = n 2/5 , the running time of the algorithm is O(mn 2/5 ). To complete the analysis, we need to show the correctness and efficiency of Step 2 of the algorithm. We prove the correctness of Step 2 in Section 7.1 and the efficiency of Step 2 in Section 7.2.
Correctness
Overview of the proof. We show that the paths computed in the second step of the algorithm satisfy certain properties (P1)-(P3). Using these properties, we show that these paths have simple (see Lemma 7.1) and admissible (see Lemma 7.3) projections. Recollect that switching the edges on an admissible path maintains R-feasibility, by Lemma 3.2. Using this, we show that our algorithm maintains compressed feasibility.
Properties of paths. Our algorithm computes paths and cycles in H that satisfy three properties stated below. Let P = u 1 , u 2 , . . . , u t be any path or cycle in H such that,
The next two lemmas show that when the SWITCH procedure is called on any path P that satisfies (P1)-(P3), its projection − → P is simple and consists of only admissible edges.
Lemma 7.1 Given a compressed feasible matching, let P = u 1 , . . . , u t be any (not necessarily simple) path in H that satisfies properties (P2) and (P3). Then, for any two edges (u i , u i+1 ) and (u k , u k+1 ) on P with i < k that belong to piece E H j , their projections
Proof: Without loss of generality, assume that the dual weightsỹ(·) and y j (·) are synchronized. For the sake of contradiction let − → P u i ,u i+1 ,j and − → P u k ,u k+1 ,j intersect in the interior at a vertex x in some piece R j . Since x is common to both the projections, it immediately follows that there is a path from u i to u k+1 and a path from u k to u i+1 , both passing through x. This implies
From property (P2), we have that
The following is a straight-forward corollary of Lemma 7.1.
Corollary 7.2 Given a compressed feasible matching, let P = u 1 , . . . , u t be a simple path (resp. simple cycle) in H that satisfies properties (P2) and (P3). Then, the projection − → P of P is a simple path (resp. cycle).
Let P be a path (or cycle) that satisfies (P2), Consider an execution of SWITCH on path P and let − → P be the projection computed in step (c) in SWITCH. All edges of − → P are admissible.
Lemma 7.3 Let P be the path (or cycle) that is projected during step (c) of SWITCH. Assume that P satisfies property (P1) and (P2) at the beginning of SWITCH. Then for every edge (u, v) on P with projection P u,v,j , every edge of − → P u,v,j is admissible.
Proof: At the end of step (b) of the SWITCH procedure, SYNC is called on the piece containing (u, v). In the SYNC procedure, recollect that we add a new vertex s and connect it with all the boundary vertices to create a graph R j . For this SYNC procedure (of step (b)), we use the notations from Lemma 6.6. Recollect that, due to the execution of SYNC procedure in step (a),
Step (b) will only increase theỹ(·) for vertices along P . Let u t be the vertex that appears before v in − → P u,v,j . Suppose there is no shortest path from s to u t in R j with u as the second vertex, then let u * be the second vertex on some shortest path − → P s,ut,j . From Lemma 6.6 (ii), it follows that |ỹ(u * )| − |y * j (u * )| > s H (u * , v), i.e., the change inỹ(u * ) in Step (b) of the SWITCH procedure is greater than s H (u * , v). Since step (b) updates the dual weightỹ(u * ), u * is on the path P and let y be the vertex that appears after u * on P . The change in dual weightỹ(u * ) is exactly s H (u * , y). Therefore, s H (u * , y) > s H (u * , v) contradicting (P2). We conclude that Lemma 6.6 (i) holds, and the vertex u must be the second vertex on some shortest path from s to u t .
From Lemma 6.6 (i), it follows that every edge on − → P u,v,j except the last edge has zero slack. Moreover the slack on the last edge is |ỹ(v)| − |y * j (v)| which is less than or equal to √ r (by (P1)). Since v is a boundary vertex, the last edge (u t , v) is also an admissible edge.
The second step of the algorithm maintains the following invariants.
(A) Let Q be the search path in the SEARCHANDSWITCH procedure. Then path properties (P1), (P2), (P3) hold for Q.
(B) After any step of SEARCHANDSWITCH or SWITCH, the matching M and the sets of dual weights R j y j (·) andỹ(·) form a compressed feasible matching.
Given Invariant (A), it is easy to show that any projected path (or cycle) − → P in step (e) is both simple and admissible. From Corollary 7.2, the projection of Q is simple. In step (d), a single matching edge (a, b) may be added to − → P . However, REDUCESLACK is called to ensure that this edge has 0 slack.
Lemma 7.4 Let P be a path or cycle in H sent as input to SWITCH. Let − → P be the path or cycle that is a projection of P prior to step (e) of SWITCH. Then − → P is a simple path or cycle consisting of admissible edges.
Next, we discuss the proof of Invariant (A). The SEARCHANDSWITCH procedure adds the smallest slack admissible edge going out of the last vertex on Q. In the case of a tie, the algorithm will prefer adding vertices already on the search path, in which case a cycle is detected immediately and SWITCH is invoked. Regardless, by construction, the edge added satisfies (P1)-(P3). During the execution of the SEARCHANDSWITCH procedure onlyỹ(·) values are modified for vertices from which the search backtracks. For any such vertex v from which the search backtracks, the algorithm setsỹ(v) ←ỹ(v) + λ v √ r. This increases the magnitude of the dual weightỹ(v). So, for any vertex u ∈ Q, the slack s H (u, v) only increases. Since v is not on the path, (P1)-(P3) continue to hold.
During the execution of SWITCH procedure for an alternating path or an augmenting path, Q is set to ∅. Therefore, (P1), (P2) and (P3) hold trivially. In the case of an alternating cycle, however, Q may contain edges after SWITCH. Note that the magnitude ofỹ(·) values increase for vertices not on Q in step (b) of SWITCH procedure. Since the magnitude only increases, (P1)-(P3) holds. Since step (d) is not executed for a cycle, the only other step where slack on the edges of H are changed are in step (e). In the following lemma, we show that, for any such Q, (P1)-(P3) hold after the execution of step (e) of the SWITCH procedure.
Lemma 7.5 Assume that the path Q satisfies properties (P1), (P2) and (P3) prior to executing step (e) of SWITCH with a cycle C as input. Then (P1), (P2) and (P3) hold for Q after step (e).
Proof: Consider the case during the execution of SEARCHANDSWITCH right after v is added to Q as u s+1 . Since before adding u s+1 to Q, u s+1 was already on Q, a cycle is created. By Lemma 7.1, the projection of Q after the addition of u s+1 has no self intersection except at u s+1 . We then remove the cycle C from Q and call the SWITCH procedure on C. It follows that the projection of C and Q (after the removal of cycle as described in (ii) of SEARCHANDSWITCH) has no intersections.
Let (u, v) be an edge of Q before execution of step (e). Let − → P u,v,j be the projection of (u, v) prior to step (e), and let − → P u,v,j be the projection after step (e). For every (y, z) ∈ C, from the discussion above, we have that − → P u,v,j ∩ − → P y,z,j = ∅. During step (e), only edges of − → P y,z,j change direction and therefore, − → P u,v,j continues to be a directed path after step (e). Therefore, s(
Next, we show that for any vertex v ∈ V H j (possibly v = v), any new projection
implying (P2) and (P3) hold. Since − → P u,v ,j was created from switching along C, − → P u,v ,j must intersect with some projection − → P y,z,j of an edge (y, z) in C.
Step (b) of the SWITCH procedure increases the magnitude of the dual weight of z say by ∆ z and since (u, v) was the smallest slack edge out of u, it follows that
Let − → P R z,y,j be the path obtained by reversing the edges of − → P y,z,j . Let (x, x ) be the first edge in the intersection of − → P u,v ,j and − → P R y,z,j as we walk along − → P u,v ,j (any two alternating paths that intersect will intersect along at least one edge). Right before switching the edges of the cycle, from Lemma 7.3, it follows that every edge on − → P y,z,j is zero slack except for the edge incident on z which has a slack of ∆ z . Consequently, − → P u,x,j has a slack of s H (u, v), i.e.,
(x, x ) is on − → P R y,z,j , from Lemma 3.2, (x, x ) has a positive slack. Therefore, s(
Finally, we show Invariant (B) and establish that the compressed feasibility conditions hold throughout the second step. Without loss of generality, let us assume that the condition holds at the start of an execution of SEARCHANDSWITCH procedure. We will show that this execution of SEARCHANDSWITCH procedure and the subsequent execution of SWITCH does not violate compressed feasibility conditions (a)-(e).
SEARCHANDSWITCH only changes the dual weights in case (i) of SEARCHANDSWITCH, where the procedure setsỹ(u s ) ←ỹ(u s ) + λ us √ r. Since this operation only increases the magnitude ofỹ(u s ), conditions (a), (b), and (e) of compressed feasibility are satisfied. Note that condition (b) also requires the dual weights y(·) to be at most √ r apart. However, this is satisfied because a free internal vertex executes (i) exactly once per phase. Also, note that at the beginning of each phase, all vertices v ∈ B A H have the same dual weight. Condition (c) is unaffected. Finally, observe that, since the dual weight change only occurs when there are no admissible edges outgoing from u s , condition (d) continues to hold.
Suppose P is the path or cycle sent to the SWITCH procedure and suppose − → P is its projection. Before projecting P , the dual weightỹ(v) for every vertex v ∈ P is increased by the slack of the edge (v, v ) in P . From (P2), (v, v ) is the smallest slack edge out of v and therefore the increaseỹ(v) ←ỹ(v) + λ v s ( v, v ) reduces the slack of (v, v ) to 0 and all other edges continue to have a non-negative slack. Therefore, the change does not violate H-feasibility and also preserves (a), (b) and (e). The projection computed by SWITCH is a simple path or cycle consisting only of admissible edges. Switching edges (M ← M ⊕ − → P ) on this path does not violate R-feasibilty (Lemma 3.2) of any of the affected pieces. So, after switching the edges, the new matching in each of the affected pieces R j , along with the dual weights y j (·) form an R-feasible matching. The CONSTRUCT procedure will recompute edges of H which, from Lemma 6.4 satisfies H-feasibility. As discussed in Section 6, SYNC, REDUCE and REDUCESLACK preserve compressed feasibility as well. Therefore, our algorithm iteratively matches vertices while maintaining compressed feasibility. In the following, we discuss the efficiency of our algorithm.
Efficiency of Step 2
Step 2 of our algorithm invokes SEARCHANDSWITCH on free internal vertices of B A F . This procedure computes cycles and paths in H and passes them to the SWITCH procedure. Let P 1 , P 2 , ..., P N be the sequence of paths and cycles generated by the second step of the algorithm. These paths and cycles are sorted in the order in which they are computed in Step 2, with P i being the ith such path or cycle. Note that the SWITCH procedure is executed for each such P i . Let − → P i be the projection of P i as computed by the SWITCH procedure. Let M (0) be the matching at the start of Step 2. Then
The operations conducted by the algorithm after the execution of the SWITCH procedure on P i−1 until the end of the execution of the SWITCH procedure on P i is referred to as the ith iteration of the algorithm. Let B i F denote the free vertices of B at the start of iteration i. Every compressed feasible matching can be converted into an R-feasible matching by applying SYNC to all pieces. For the proof, let y i (·) denote the dual weights of this R-feasible matching at the start of iteration i. For any path
Efficiency of SEARCHANDSWITCH. To bound the time taken by the DFS search portion of the SEARCHANDSWITCH procedure (i.e., the portion outside of the SWITCH procedure), it suffices if we bound the total time taken to find the smallest slack edge from u s during all executions of SEARCHANDSWITCH in Step 2. Recollect that if there are ties, we would like to pick the smallest slack edge to a vertex on the path. We accomplish this by explicitly maintaining, for every vertex u, a binary search tree (BST) of all the edges going out of u. The slack is used as the key value and ties broken by prioritizing edges for which the other vertex is on the search path. The CONSTRUCT procedure can be modified to create and update this tree without any asymptotic increase in execution time.
During the SEARCHANDSWITCH procedure, dual weights of certain vertices may change, affecting the slacks on edges. When necessary, we update all affected BSTs to reflect the new slacks. Updating the dual weight of u will uniformly change the slacks on all the edges going out of u. So, the relative ordering of these edges in the BST of u does not change. However, for an edge from u to v, if (a) the dual weightỹ(v) changes, or (b) v enters the search path, then we have to update the BST of u. In case (b), since v is on the path, we have to prioritize the edge (u, v) over all other edges with the same slack. We will first bound the total time to update BSTs for case (a). In case (a), the dual weight of v can change in two places: (i) a search backtracked from v causing the magnitude of the dual weightỹ(v) to increase by √ r, and (ii) v lies on some path/cycle P i and the SWITCH procedure updatedỹ(v) in step (b) prior to switching the edges.
Note that, any vertex v whose dual weight exceeds (β + max v ∈N (u) δ vv ) becomes inactive and so, the number of dual weight changes of v of type (i) cannot be more than (β + max v ∈N (u) δ vv )/ √ r per vertex in H. We can upper bound δ uv by observing that
) and so the total number of dual updates of type (i) for v is no more than β/ √ r + r. The dual updates of type (ii) over all vertices v is bounded by the total length of all paths and cycles in H computed by the SEARCHANDSWITCH procedure, i.e, O((n/ √ r) log n) (see Corollary 7.11). Whenever the dual weight of a vertex v ∈ V H changes, we update the BST any u such that (u , v) ∈ E H . Therefore, the total number of BST updates is bounded by the in-degree of v in H. Let d v be the in-degree of v and recollect that θ v is the number of pieces of the r-clustering that v participates in. From the properties of an r-clustering,
, from Lemma 7.6, the in-degree of v is no more than √ r. Therefore, the total work done across all executions of the SEARCHANDSWITCH procedure for dual updates of type (i) is O((n/ √ r)(β/ √ r + r) √ r) and the total for type (ii) is O(((n/ √ r) log n) √ r) for a combined total of O(n 3/2 /r 1/4 + nr + n log n). If v ∈ A H , the total time to update the BST due to a dual weight change of type (i) is bounded by d v (β/ √ r+ r) for any vertex v and v∈A H d v (β/ √ r + r) across all vertices of A H . For type (ii), since v is on a path/cycle P i computed by the SEARCHANDSWITCH procedure, from Lemma 7.7, the next visit to v will trigger an increase of the dual weightỹ(v) by √ r. Therefore, we can charge the time to update the BSTs to the increase in dual weight of v during the next visit. The total time to update the BSTs due to type (ii) dual weight changes of v is d v (β/ √ r + r + 1) and across all vertices of A H , v∈A H d v (β/ √ r + r + 1). Combining the totals for cases (i) and (ii) gives the total work for vertices of A H as at most
For case (b), we note that every vertex v that has entered the search path in SEARCHANDSWITCH will either be backtracked from (type (i)) or be on some path or cycle P i (type (ii)). Using identical arguments to cases (i) and (ii), we can bound the total time for BST updates across all executions of the SEARCHANDSWITCH procedure by O(n 3/2 /r 1/4 + nr).
Lemma 7.6 For any vertex v ∈ B H , the number of edges in H that are directed towards v is O( √ r).
Proof: Since v ∈ B H , the in-degree of v in the residual graph − → G M is 1. Let this edge be (u, v) from the piece R j . Every edge of H directed towards v should contain (u, v) in its projection. Therefore, all incoming edges of v should be in E H j implying that the in-degree of v is O( √ r).
Lemma 7.7 Consider a vertex v ∈ P i where v is a boundary vertex and v ∈ A H . Then, after the execution of SWITCH procedure on P i , v does not have any admissible edge of H going out of it. Therefore, if v is visited again by the SEARCHANDSWITCH procedure, the algorithm will immediately backtrack from v and the magnitude ofỹ(v) will increase by √ r.
Proof: Suppose v ∈ A H , then let (v, v ) be the matching edge after the execution of SWITCH. Since (v, v ) was admissible prior to the execution of SWITCH, from Lemma 3.2, after the execution of SWITCH, the slack on (v, v ) is at least δ vv ≥ 2 √ r. Therefore, every edge going out of v has a slack of at least 2 √ r, implying that there are no admissible edges going out of v. Therefore, if the SEARCHANDSWITCH procedure visits v again, it will backtrack andỹ(v) will increase by √ r.
The SWITCH procedure synchronizes, projects, augments and then re-constructs the affected pieces. The most expensive of these operations is the CONSTRUCT procedure; therefore, the time taken by SWITCH is upper bounded by the time taken to re-construct the edges of H for every affected piece. The following sequence of Lemmas bounds the time taken by the SWITCH procedure.
Lemma 7.8 Given a compressed-feasible matching before iteration i of Step 2,
Here, ∆ i is the minimum dual weight among all free vertices of B.
Proof: Using the SYNC procedure, we can create an R-feasible matching M (i−1) , y i (·) from the compressed feasible matching. From compressed feasibility, we have that for every free vertex a ∈ A i F , y(a) = 0. Consider some optimal matching M * . M (i−1) ⊕ M * forms n − i augmenting paths and alternating cycles. Let C ⊕ be the set of cycles in M (i−1) ⊕ M * and let P ⊕ be the set of augmenting paths in
Cost of the optimal matching is O(n) and using the arguments of (29), (u,v)∈M * ⊕M (i−1) δ uv = O(n). Since the dual weights of free vertices of A are 0, from Lemma 5.2, the cost of M (i−1) is also O(n). Therefore,
Each augmenting path in P ⊕ is a path between a free vertex b of B to a free vertex a of A. From properties of compressed feasibility, we know that y i (b) ≥ ∆ i and y i (a) = 0. Plugging this in (20), we get (33).
After
Step 2, ∆ is at least β. Therefore, the number of unmatched vertices is at most O(n/β) = √ n/r 1/4 . As a corollary, we can show the following: Corollary 7.9 Recollect that P 1 , . . . , P N are the set of paths and cycles computed by Step 2 of our algorithm and − → P i is the projection of P i . Let B i F be the free vertices and let y i (·) denote the dual weights before switching along
is an augmenting path and 0 otherwise. Then
Proof: Suppose − → P i is an augmenting path. From equation (33), we have that
After augmenting along − → P i , the number of free vertices reduce by 1 and summing over all i when κ i is 1, yields a harmonic series in the denominator. Therefore,
Proof: From Lemma 7.4, all edges on any projection − → P i are admissible. Suppose − → P i is an alternating cycle consisting of admissible edges and let u be any vertex on − → P i . Then from Lemma 3.3,
Suppose − → P i is an alternating path and let u be the first vertex and v be the last vertex of − → P i . Then, we know that λ v y i (v) > β and λ u y i (u) < β. Therefore,
Suppose, − → P i is an augmenting path with u as its first vertex and v as its last vertex. Then, from Lemma 3.3 and the fact that the dual weight of y i (v) = 0 and y i (u) ≤ ∆ i + √ r, we have
Let κ i be 1 if − → P i is an augmenting path and 0 otherwise. Adding over all 1 ≤ i ≤ N and since there are at most n/ √ r augmenting paths, we immediately get
From Corollary 7.9 and the fact that c(M (0) ) and c(M (N ) ) is O(n), the lemma follows.
Proof: By (35), the total δ of all projection edges is O(n log n). Each boundary edge has a δ of at least 2 √ r therefore, there can be at most O(n/ √ r) boundary vertices in the projections. Every edge of H has at least one boundary vertex, except the edges from vertices of B F H to vertices of A F H . However, there can be at most O(n/ √ r) such edges used, since each such edge corresponds to an augmenting path, and there are only O(n/ √ r) free vertices at the start of Step 2.
Lemma 7.12 The total time taken for all calls to SYNC, all projections, and all calls to CONSTRUCT during
Step 2 is O(mr log m log 2 n).
Proof: Other than a single call to CONSTRUCT per piece at the beginning of the algorithm, and a single call to SYNC per piece at the end of the algorithm, SYNC, CONSTRUCT, and projections only occur as part of the SWITCH procedure, once per affected piece. Out of all these procedures, the time taken for CONSTRUCT dominates with total time, taking time O( √ r(m j +n j log n j )) per piece, so bounding the time for CONSTRUCT is sufficient. To account for different piece sizes, we first divide the pieces into O(log m) groups, where the gth group contains pieces R j with 2 g ≤ m j < 2 g+1 . Since there are at most m edges in total, the gth group can contain at most O(m/2 g ) pieces. We will show that the total work done for each group over all calls to CONSTRUCT is O(mr log 2 n). First, consider any group where 2 g = O( √ r). By Corollary 7.11, the maximum number of affected pieces for g is O(n/ √ r) log n. Since the number of edges in each piece of group g is O(2 g ), the CONSTRUCT time is O(r log n) per piece, and the total time for g is O(n √ r log 2 n). Next, consider any group g containing pieces with number of edges much greater than 2 g . Then for each piece R j in g, each boundary edge
. By Lemma 7.10, P ∈P∪C∪Q (u,v)∈ − → P δ uv = O(n log n). Therefore, the number of times the pieces of g are affected is O(
). The time taken for each execution of CONSTRUCT on a piece of group g is O(2 g √ r log n). Therefore, the total time taken for CONSTRUCT over all pieces of g is O(mr log 2 n). Summing over all groups gives a total time for CONSTRUCT during Step 2 for all pieces as O(mr log m log 2 n) = O(mr log 3 n).
Combining this with the total time for all the search operations during the second step givesÕ(mr+n 3/2 /r 1/4 ).
Efficiency of Steps 1 and 3. The first step of the algorithm executes O( √ r) iterations of Gabow and Tarjan's algorithm on the entire graph. This takes O(m √ r) time. Note that the time for the first step is dominated by the time for the second step.
After the second step, the algorithm has a compressed feasible matching with O(n/β) unmatched vertices remaining. This is then converted into an R-feasible matching in O(m + n log n) time by Lemma 6.7. The remaining O( √ n/r 1/4 ) vertices are then matched one at a time by performing iterations of Hungarian search. Each iteration takes O(m log n) time, giving a total complexity of O(m √ n/r 1/4 log n) for the third step. Combining the times taken for the first, second, and third steps of the algorithm gives O(mr log 3 n + m √ n/r 1/4 log n). Setting r = n 2/5 gives a total complexity ofÕ(mn 2/5 ). This is the complexity for a scale of the algorithm. Since there are O(log(nC)) scales, the total complexity isÕ(mn 2/5 log(nC)).
Extension to minimum-cost maximum-cardinality matching. The algorithm described thus far computes a perfect matching. However, we can use the following technique, described by Gabow and Tarjan [6] , to reduce the perfect weighted matching problem to the maximum weighted matching problem. The technique makes a copy of the graph G (let this copy be G ), and, for every vertex v ∈ V (G), connects v to its counterpart v ∈ V (G ) by an edge of large cost. This cost could be, for example, the total of all edge costs in the graph plus 1. The new graph has a perfect matching, but a minimum cost perfect matching on G corresponds to a minimum cost maximum matching on G. Furthermore, an r-clustering of G can also be used as an r-clustering in the new graph G . We note that while the technique preserves the r-clustering property, it does not preserve planarity. Therefore, this reduction technique does not directly extend to the planar graph matching algorithm described in Section 8.
Regarding r-clusterings in K h -minor free graphs
Using the result of Wulff-Nilsen [17] , one can obtain an r-clustering for K h -minor free graphs. The total number of boundary vertices in their definition isÕ(n/ √ r) instead of O(n/ √ r). Similarly, the number of boundary vertices per piece isÕ( √ r) instead of O( √ r). This increases the sizes of both the vertex and edge sets of H by a poly(log n) term. To handle the increase in the size of H, our algorithm reduces the error δ uv on each edge to by a poly(log n) factor so that the product of δ uv and the number of boundary vertices is O(n), which guarantees that the optimal solution at the start of each scale is O(n). For constant h, we can set δ uv = O( √ r/poly(log n)). In SEARCHANDSWITCH, instead of raising the dual weights by √ r, we raise it by O( √ r/poly(log n)). The convergence rate consequently slows down by a poly(log n) factor, with the algorithm takingÕ( √ n/r 1/4 ) phases during the second step. Furthermore, from the efficiency discussion of SEARCHANDSWITCH, the search takes O(|E H | + |V H |) ×Õ( √ n/r 1/4 ) =Õ(n 3/2 /r 1/4 ) time (Lemma 4.1). From Lemma 7.10, we have that
, and the execution time isÕ(n 3/2 /r 1/4 + nr), which isÕ(n 7/5 ) for r = n 2/5 .
Planar Graph Matching Algorithm
In this section, we give an improved version of the algorithm described in Section 6 for planar graphs. The algorithm of [1] uses known results in planar shortest path computation to execute Hungarian search faster, while the algorithm described in Section 6.3 uses a Gabow-Tarjan style algorithm to match potentially many vertices each phase, leading to fewer phases being executed. By combining these two approaches, we get an algorithm that both executes fewer phases, and executes each phase efficiently, leading to anÕ(n 6/5 log (nC)) algorithm.
The speedup for each phase comes from two main prior results in planar shortest paths data structures that were also used in [1] . The first result is a multiple source shortest paths (MSSP) data structure by Klein [10] , which can be used in the CONSTRUCT procedure to compute the edges between all pairs of boundary vertices in a piece in O(r log r) time instead of O(r 3/2 log n) time. The second is a Monge property-based range searching data structure by Kaplan et al. [8] , which allows step (i) of SEARCHANDSWITCH to track the minimum slack outgoing edge of from a vertex in H in amortized O(poly(n)) time per operation.
The algorithm in [1] , only changes dual weights at the end of a phase, after the single augmenting path of that phase is found, which allows it to completely reconstruct all of the Monge range searching structures each phase. However, the algorithm described in Section 6.3 dynamically changes the dual weightsỹ(·), and therefore the slacks in H, throughout the SEARCHANDSWITCH procedure, and the affected Monge range searching structures must be updated immediately to support this change. The result of Kaplan et al. [8] does not mention any sort of dynamic cost update operations. However, we give a procedure that allows the data structure to perform these updates efficiently within the setting of our algorithm.
r-division In the planar graph setting, we can efficiently compute a planar graph r-division, which satisfies stricter requirements than an r-clustering. An r-division is a partition of the edge set of the graph into O(n/r) pieces of size at most r each having O( √ r) boundary vertices. The total number of boundary vertices, counting multiplicities is O(n/ √ r). We will reuse the same notations described on the r-clustering for the r-division. For our algorithm, we require an additional property for the r-division; each piece R j of the r-division has O(1) holes, which are faces of R j that are not faces of the original graph G. Given a constant degree planar graph, an r-division with few holes can be constructed in O(n log n) time [11] . The constant degree assumption can be assumed without loss of generality for planar graphs; an explanation is given in [1] .
Algorithm
Our improved planar graph matching algorithm is mostly identical to that presented in Section 6.3. In this section, we only describe the modifications. For the second step, this includes using a nearest neighbor data structure to support faster augmenting path searches and speeding up the CONSTRUCT procedure by using Klein's MSSP data structure. For the third step, the algorithm of [1] can be used almost directly.
We describe the modifications to the algorithm of Section 6.3 under the assumption that we have access to a nearest neighbor data structure on the compressed residual graph H that supports the following operations.
• FINDMIN: Given a vertex u ∈ V H , return the minimum slack outgoing edge (u, v) ∈ E H .
• RAISE: Given a vertex v ∈ V H whose dual weight magnitude increased by a value c, update the dual weight of v in the data structure.
• BUILD: Given a piece R j , build nearest neighbor data structure for edges E H j in R j .
We assume that such a structure can be constructed inÕ(n/ √ r) time. Specifically, the BUILD operation takes O( √ r) time per piece, and the data structure can be constructed by calling BUILD on each of the O(n/r) pieces. The FINDMIN operation can be implemented in O(poly(log r)). The time for RAISE is bounded in an amortized sense. After k RAISE operations and d BUILD operations, the total time spent for RAISE is O(k + √ rd). This data structure is described in detail in Subsection 8.2. The first step of the algorithm is unchanged for the planar graph version; the algorithm will still execute O( √ r) iterations of Gabow and Tarjan's algorithm, taking O(n √ r) time. We next describe the changes to the second step of the algorithm.
The planar graph version of the second step has two main sources of improvement. The first source of improvement arises from speeding up the CONSTRUCT procedure. It is easy to see that, using the planar graph MSSP data structure of Klein [10] , the edges of a piece of H can be rebuilt inÕ(r) time. The same data structure was used to reconstruct pieces of H in [1] . As was the case for the algorithm in Section 6, the total number of affected pieces isÕ(n/ √ r). Therefore, the total work done by CONSTRUCT isÕ(n √ r). The algorithm in the SEARCHANDSWITCH procedure described earlier takesÕ( √ r) average time per vertex visit to identify the minimum slack outgoing edge from the end of the search path and update the sorted orderings. However, we can use the FINDMIN and RAISE procedures of the nearest neighbor data structure described above to reduce this to O(poly(log r)) amortized time per visit for the case of planar graphs. During step (i) of SEARCHANDSWITCH, the minimum slack outgoing edge from the vertex u at the end of the search path can be identified in O(poly(log r) time by executing a FINDMIN query on the nearest neighbor data structure. The second step invokes FINDMIN at most O(βn/r) = O(n 3/2 /r 3/4 ) times for a total time of O(n 3/2 /r 3/4 ).
Whenever the dual weightỹ(u) of a vertex u ∈ V H increases in magnitude during step (i) of SEARCHANDSWITCH, the algorithm will execute RAISE on u. This can occur at most O(βn/r) = O(n 3/2 /r 3/4 ) times during the algorithm. The total complexity of a sequence of k RAISE operations isÕ(k), not counting the cost ofÕ( √ r) incurred from each execution of BUILD. However, these additionalÕ( √ r) terms can easily be taxed on the costs for BUILD itself. We conclude that the total time for all RAISE and FINDMIN operations, aside from that taxed on BUILD, isÕ(n 3/2 /r 3/4 ).
The dual weightsỹ(·) also change during SWITCH. However, the algorithm can simply call BUILD on each piece whose slacks changed during SWITCH at the end of SWITCH. The required number of calls to BUILD is proportional to the number of affected pieces. When the dual weight of a boundary vertex changes during SWITCH, BUILD must be called on each adjacent piece. However, since the graph is constant degree, this does not asymptotically increase the number of BUILD operations. Therefore, the time taken for BUILD is dominated by the time taken for CONSTRUCT.
After the second step, the algorithm has a compressed feasible matching with O( √ n/r 1/4 ) unmatched vertices remaining. Each of these remaining vertices can be matched one at a time using iterations of Hungarian search. The third step of the algorithm in Section 6.3 implements each such search inÕ(m) time. However, in the planar setting, we can make use of existing planar shortest path data structures to execute Hungarian searches more efficiently. The procedure for this improved Hungarian search is described extensively in [1] , and applies to our setting with minimal modification. Using FR-Dijkstra [4, 8] , each Hungarian Search is executed inÕ(n/ √ r) time. After finding an augmenting path during the third step, the algorithm must update H in all pieces containing edges of the augmenting path. However, using the same arguments as those presented for the algorithm of Section 6 (or the similar argument in [1] ), the total number of such affected pieces can be shown as O(n/ √ r log n)). Reconstructing a piece of H requiresÕ(r) time, for a total time ofÕ(n √ r). Note that this is the same time complexity, ignoring log terms, as that for rebuilding the pieces of H in the second step.
Combining the times taken for the first, second and third steps givesÕ(n 3/2 /r 3/4 + n √ r). Setting r = n 2/5 gives a time ofÕ(n 6/5 ) per scale as desired. Over the O(log (nC)) scales, the total time taken isÕ(n 6/5 log (nC)). It remains to describe the implementation details of the nearest neighbor data structure.
Nearest neighbor data structure
We next describe the implementation details of the nearest neighbor data structure used in Subsection 8.1. We define a set of data structures for each piece R j , using a standard technique. Each data structure of a piece will support a FINDMIN-type operation as well as a RAISE-type operation on a subset of edges in E H j . The goal of FINDMIN is to identify the minimum slack outgoing edge from a vertex of H. Recall that the slack of any edge (u, v) ∈ E H can be computed by using s H (u, v) = φ(u, v) − |ỹ(u)| + |ỹ(v)|. Since all outgoing edges from u have the same valueỹ(u), it is sufficient to find the edge (u, v ) that minimizes φ(u, v ) + |ỹ(v )|. For the purposes of identifying the minimum slack edge outgoing from u, we define the cost of any edge (u, v) as c(u, v) = φ(u, v) + |ỹ(v)|. Observe that the net-costs only change during SWITCH, after which BUILD is called on each affected piece. Therefore, the data structure only needs to support dynamic cost increase operations, corresponding to an increase in the magnitude ofỹ(v).
To identify the minimum slack outgoing edge from u in the case where u is a boundary vertex, the algorithm will split the boundary-to-boundary edges of each piece into Monge groups using the standard technique given by Fakcharoenphol and Rao in [4] and reiterated by Kaplan et al. in [8] . Each group will have a corresponding Monge 3 matrix. A matrix M is Monge if for any pair of rows i < j and any pair of columns k < l, M ik +M jl ≤ M il + M jk . For any hole h of a piece, we can define a cost matrix M h whose row and column orderings correspond to a clockwise ordering of the boundary vertices of h. Here M h ij is the cost of the edge from the ith node to the jth node in the clockwise ordering. This matrix can be recursively divided into Monge submatrices with each vertex of h belonging to O(log r) submatrices. For any pair of distinct holes h = h , we can define a cost matrix M h,h whose rows correspond to the clockwise ordering of h and whose columns correspond to the clockwise ordering of h . M h,h can be replaced by two Monge matrices. Since there are O(1) holes per piece and each vertex is part of O(1) pieces, each vertex belongs to O(log r) Monge groups. For each of the Monge matrices, we make the common assumption that the Monge matrices are not explicitly represented in memory, rather, the cost of any M ij can be computed in O(1) time by computing φ(u, v) + |ỹ(v)|. For each Monge matrix group, the algorithm will maintain a data structure that supports the following operations.
• FINDMININCOLUMN: Given any column of M , return the minimum value in the column.
• RAISEROW: Given a row of M , increase the value of all entries in the row by a constant c.
A description of how to construct a data structure that efficiently supports FINDMININCOLUMN is given in [8] . However, their result does not explicitly support RAISEROW. Since we will be defining the RAISEROW function on their data structure, we describe their data structure in some detail in Subsection 8.3. For full details, see their paper. The Monge matrix data structure can be built on a p by q matrix inÕ(p) time. It supports FINDMININCOLUMN queries inÕ(log p) time. In the following section, we describe how any sequence of k RAISEROW operations can be implemented for this data structure inÕ(p + k) time.
Given these complexities, the complexities of the global nearest neighbor operations FINDMIN, RAISE, and BUILD easily follow. Calling BUILD on a piece R j requires reconstructing all the Monge matrix data structures on the piece. Since each boundary vertex is represented in O(log r) such Monge matrices, the total time spent isÕ( √ r). To support the FINDMIN operation on a vertex u ∈ V H , it is sufficient to query the O(log r) Monge matrices that u belongs to. This can be done in O(poly(log r)) time. Finally, the RAISE operation can be supported for a vertex u ∈ V H by calling RAISEROW on all Monge matrix data structures containing u. When BUILD is called on a piece, each of the Monge matrix data structures in the piece are reconstructed. In between two such reconstructions, the RAISEROW cost associated with the number of rows p could be accumulated once again. Hence, after d BUILD operations and k RAISEROW operations, the total time taken isÕ(k + d √ r), as desired.
We note that this setup as described is only organized on boundary-to-boundary edges of H. However, it is easy to support a similar set of operations for edges adjacent to free internal vertices within the same time complexity. It remains to present the Monge data structure for a single Monge group.
Data structure on a Monge matrix
This section gives details of how to implement a data structure on each Monge matrix group that supports the operations FINDMININCOLUMN and RAISEROW. The majority of the data structure uses the result of [8] ; our only contribution is the RAISEROW procedure. We describe the inner workings of the structure in some detail; for full details, see [8] .
The structure takes as input a p by q Monge matrix M and supports the following query in O(poly(log p)) time: for any submatrix of M consisting of any one column of M and any contiguous interval of rows in M , what is the minimum 4 value within that submatrix?
By plotting the values of any row of M , and linearly interpolating between points, we can obtain a set of pseudo-lines L. Let y ∈ L be a pseudo-line with respect to a row y. y is effectively a function y (x), where x is a row and y (x) = M yx , although by linearly interpolating between points, x can also be seen as a real number. From the Monge property, it can be shown that any pair of pseudo-lines cross at most once.
The lower envelope of M a function E(x) | x ∈ R, where E(x) = min y ∈L y (x). The lower envelope is made up of portions of pseudolines; specifically, each pseudoline is part of the lower envelope over at most one contiguous interval. A breakpoint is an intersection of two pseudolines along the lower envelope, and there are at most O(p) breakpoints at any given time. Thus, the lower envelope can be compactly stored using O(p) intervals. Given such a representation, one can find, for any column x, the row y that minimizes M yx in O(log p) time by using binary search over the intervals.
To construct the lower envelope, the approach of [8] builds a balanced binary range tree T on the rows of M . The leaves of T represent the rows themselves, and internal nodes represent sets of all their descendants in T . Each node of T will store the lower envelope for the set of rows it represents. These lower envelopes are computed in a bottom-up fashion, starting from the leaves. The lower envelope of a node representing a set of size k can be computed from the lower envelopes of its two children in O(k + log k log q) time. Summing over the entire tree gives a construction time of O(p(log p + log q)). Using the range tree T one can, for any range of rows and any column find the minimum element in O(poly(log p)) time. This is done by taking the minimum over all O(log p) canonical subsets of the range.
Updating the Monge data structures. To help facilitate dual weight magnitude increases, we describe an additional procedure called RAISEROW for use with the data structure of Kaplan et al. This procedure will allow us to, for any row y of the matrix M , increase the cost of every entry in the row by a constant c. We give a procedure for repairing the affected portion of the lower envelope as a result of this change. The total time taken will be bounded in an amortized sense; after a sequence of k RAISEROW operations, the total time taken isÕ(p + k); recall that p is the number of rows.
Increasing the entry of all elements in row y is equivalent to raising the pseudo-line y up by c. This may introduce new breakpoints into the lower envelope, and may remove the presence of y from the lower envelope entirely. Such changes may occur to the lower envelopes of any of the O(log p) nodes of the range tree T that contain y as a descendant; the other nodes of T are unaffected. We describe how to repair the information starting at the bottom of the tree.
Assume we are given an internal node t of the tree T whose lower envelope information needs to be repaired, and that the lower envelope information of its two children is accurate. Let M be the submatrix consisting of the rows represented by t. Assume M is a p by q matrix, where p is the number of rows represented by t, and let E (x) be the lower envelope of this submatrix. Let [i, j] be the interval of values such that E (x) = y . The envelope will only change in this interval, and some new breakpoints may need to be created. Given any value of x, we can find the pseudo-line that contains x on the lower envelope after raising y in O(poly(log p )) time by executing two range minimum queries on the subtree of T rooted at t. The first query interval will consist of all rows above y and the second query will consist of all rows below y. By taking the minimum over the results of these two range queries with the new value y (x), we obtain the pseudo-line on the lower envelope that contains x after the RAISEROW operation. Using this strategy, we can use binary search to find the left-most breakpoint in the interval [i, j] in O(poly(log p )) time. This process can be repeated for each successive breakpoint, until no new breakpoints are found. The time complexity is therefore proportional to the number of new breakpoints formed as a result of raising y . Let the number of breakpoints formed be α. Then the complexity of RAISEROW is O(αpoly(log |p |)) for the node t. Next, observe two facts. First, the maximum number of breakpoints in E (x) is O(p ). Second, each RAISEROW operation reduces the number of breakpoints in E (x) by at most 1. Therefore, after a sequence of k RAISEROW operations, the total time taken for node t isÕ(p + k). Summing over all nodes of T gives us the desired total time of all RAISEROW operations asÕ(p + k), as desired.
Conclusion
In this paper, we give anÕ(n 7/5 log (nC)) (resp.Õ(n 6/5 log (nC)) time algorithm for computing minimumcost matchings in K h -minor free (resp. planar graphs). We conclude by asking the following open questions.
• Can we improve the CONSTRUCT procedure for K h -minor free graphs from O(r 3/2 ) to O(r) for each piece? This can be done by designing a shortest path data structure for K h -minor free graphs that is similar to the MSSP data structure of Klein [10] . Such a data structure will improve the running time of our algorithm toÕ(n 4/3 ).
• Can we bridge the gap between ourÕ(n 6/5 log (nC)) time weighted planar matching algorithm and the previously existingÕ(n) unweighted planar matching algorithm [2] ?
A Discussion of Correctness for REDUCE and REDUCESLACK
The following discussion demonstrates that any call to REDUCE or REDUCESLACK that satisfies the preconditions in those procedures' definitions will not violate compressed feasibility. For both procedures, the discussion argues conditions (a)-(e) of compressed feasibility hold, establishing Lemma 4.2. The REDUCE procedure sets the dual weightỹ(·) so that conditions (b) and (e) of compressed feasibility hold based on its preconditions. No vertex of A H has a change in dual weight during REDUCE and so condition (a) holds. For (d), observe that all edges of b A j (resp. b I j ) are outgoing. A reduction in the dual weightỹ(·) will only increase the slack on every edge going out of this vertex, and so the edges in E H j remain H-feasible. Similarly, every edge incident on any v ∈ (V j \ K j ) ∩ B A H (resp. B I H ) is not in the matching and therefore a reduction of dual weight of v will only increase the slack on the edge, implying (c).
REDUCESLACK does not violate (c) for any piece that v participates in. This is because all edges except (u, v) are edges that are not in the matching, and so, a reduction of the dual weight only increases the slack on the other edges, and condition of equation (7) holds. From the definition of slack for matched edges, it follows that the new dual weight of y j (v) − s(u, v), is non-negative and the slack of s(u, v) after the dual update is 0. Therefore the condition of equation (8) Otherwise, if v is a boundary vertex, since v ∈ B, (a) holds trivially. and since the updated dual weightỹ(v) is non-negative, (b) holds.ỹ(v) and y j (v) are updated so that (e) holds. Finally, for condition (d), we need to show H-feasibility of edges going out of v, we address the case where v ∈ V H . First, consider any edge (u , v) ∈ E H incoming to v. The projection of (u , v) must contain the edge (u, v), since (u, v) is the only edge in the residual graph that is directed into v. Therefore, the slack s H (u , v) ≥ s(u, v). The procedure decreases the dual weightỹ(v). This reduces the slack on (u , v) by at most s(u, v) implying that the slack on the edge (u , v) remains non-negative. Every other edge of H incident on v is directed away from v, so a reduction of dual weight only increases the slack on these edges, implying (d).
B Details of the CONSTRUCT Procedure
This section describes in further detail how to implement the CONSTRUCT procedure defined in Section 6.1. The input to the CONSTRUCT procedure is an R-feasible matching M j and the dual weights y j (·). Let R j be the graph of R j , with all edge weights converted to their slacks according to the current matching M j and the current dual assignment y j (·). We note that all edges in R j are non-negative. Since the dual assignment is feasible with respect to M j , we know by Lemma 6.3 that the path of minimum net-cost between two vertices is also the path of minimum total slack in R j . Therefore, it is sufficient to compute the shortest path lengths in R j and use (31) to compute the minimum net-cost path in constant time.
Recall that there are four types of edges in E H j . To compute the boundary-to-boundary edges (u, v) ∈ E H j , for each u ∈ K j , we execute a Dijkstra search over R j from u to obtain the length of the shortest slack path from u to every other boundary node. To compute an edge from a boundary node u to itself, for each such boundary vertex u ∈ K j , create a duplicate vertex u and add an edge from (resp. to) u to (resp. from) any other vertex v ∈ V j if and only if there is an edge from (resp. to) u to (resp. from) v in E j with the same cost, i.e., slack s(u, v). Execute Dijkstra's algorithm from u over R j to find the distance to u .
For piece R j , we describe how to compute the edges from a vertex b A j to a boundary node or the free internal vertex a j . A similar argument also applies for computing edges from b I j . We add a new vertex s to R j and connect them to every free internal vertex v ∈ (V j \ K j ) ∩ B A F . The cost of the newly added edges is set to zero. Then, we execute Dijkstra's algorithm from s. For every boundary node v ∈ K j , we add an edge from b j to v if there is a path between s and v and compute the cost φ( − → P b j ,v,j ) by using Lemma 6.3. We add an edge between b j and a j if there is a path from s to some v ∈ (V j \ K j ) ∩ A F and among all such vertices which have a path from b j , use the one that has the smallest cost path from s. Using Lemma 6.3, we can obtain the weight φ( − → P b j ,a j ,j ). We can use an identical algorithm to compute edges incident on a j by applying Dijkstra's algorithm on the graph R j where R j is a graph identical to R j except that every edge is in the reverse direction. Together, these three searches compute the remaining edges of E H j . The total time taken to compute all the edges of E H j is O( √ r(m j + n j log n j )) time because O( √ r) Dijkstra searches over R j are executed. From this discussion, Lemma 6.4 follows. By summing over the sizes of all pieces of the r-clustering, we get Corollary 6.5.
C Proofs for Properties of SYNC
This section provides proofs for properties (1) and (2) of the SYNC procedure given in Section 6.2. It also presents Lemma C.2 which is used in the proof of Lemma 6.6. Finally, we give the proof for Lemma 6.6.
Lemma C.1 At the end of the SYNC procedure, both (1) and (2) hold.
Proof: Let us denote the dual weights before and after applying the SYNC procedure as y * j (·) and y j (·). We also denote the slack on any edge (u, v) with respect to the original dual weights y * j (·) as s * (u, v). To prove (1), we need to show that the matching M j along with the new dual weights y j (·) are R-feasible. We first note that the dual weights change only if v ≤ κ and the change is by λ v (κ − v ). This change is positive for vertices of B and negative for vertices of A. Therefore, the magnitude of dual weights does not decrease from the procedure. We show (7) and (8) next. For any edge (u, v) directed from u to v, we know from the properties of shortest paths that v ≤ u + s * (u, v), or,
If (u, v) ∈ M j , then u ∈ A, v ∈ B and s * (u, v) = y * j (u) + y * j (v) − c(u, v) + δ uv . We can rewrite the above equation as implying that the edge (u, v) satisfies (7) implying M j , y j (·) is R-feasible. To prove (2), we need to show that for any vertex v ∈ K j ∪ ((V j \ K j ) ∩ (A F ∪ B F )), the new shortest path from s to v in R j is the direct edge from s to v. If we show this, then v = κ − κ v = κ − |ỹ(v)| + |y * j (v)| or λ vỹ (v) − λ v y * j (v) = κ − v . This givesỹ(v) = y * j (v) + λ v (κ − v ) = y j (v) because λ v ∈ {1, −1}. Therefore, we will show that the shortest path from s to v is no less than the cost of the edge from s to v. For the sake of contradiction, let the shortest path, − → P s,v from s to v be strictly less than the cost of the edge (s, v). Let u be the first vertex that appears on − → P s,v after s. By the optimal substructure property of shortest paths, − → P s,v with the vertex s removed forms a shortest path from u to v. Since all edge costs are the original slacks s * (·), this path was also the shortest slack path, − → P u,v,j , prior to SYNC. We know that the length of − → P s,v is κ − |ỹ(u)| + |y = φ( − → P u,v,j ).
The last equality holds because, from Lemma 6.2 and the fact that M j , y * j (·) was an R-feasible matching, |y * j (u)|−|y * j (v)|+ (a,b)∈ − → P u,v,j s * (a, b) will be equal to φ( − → P u,v,j ). The inequality |ỹ(u)|−|ỹ(v)| > φ( − → P u,v,j ) contradicts the H-feasibility of the input to SYNC.
Lemma C.2 Suppose we are given a piece R j and a dual weight y j (·) for every vertex in V j andỹ(·) for each vertex in V H j . Upon applying the SYNC procedure, let v be any vertex in V j for which v ≤ κ. Let P = s = u 0 , u 1 , . . . , u t = v be the shortest path from s to v in R j . Then, after the SYNC procedure, the slack on every edge (u q , u q+1 ) with respect to the updated dual weights y j (·) for 1 ≤ q < t is zero.
Proof: As in the previous proof, we denote the dual weights prior to the execution of the SYNC procedure by y * j (·) and the dual weights after by y j (·). Also, let s * (·, ·) denote the slack of an edge in G with respect to the dual weights y * j (·). Since, P is the shortest path from s to v , for any directed edge on this path from u q to u q+1 , u q+1 = uq + s * (u q , u q+1 ).
The shortest path cost from s to v, v is at most κ and so, for any vertex u q on the shortest path to v, the shortest path to uq is at most κ. SYNC sets dual weights such that y j (u q ) = y * j (u q ) + λ uq (κ − uq ). Therefore, for any edge (u q , u q+1 ) on P we have y j (u q+1 ) = y * j (u q+1 ) + λ u q+1 (κ − u q+1 ), (39) y j (u q ) = y * j (u q ) + λ u q+1 (κ − uq ).
We consider the cases where (u q , u q+1 ) ∈ M , and (u q , u q+1 ) / ∈ M . First, we consider the case where (u q , u q+1 ) ∈ M . Matching edges are directed from a vertex of A to a vertex of B, and so, u q ∈ A and u q+1 ∈ B. By the definition of slack for matching edges, we have s(u q , u q+1 ) = y j (u q ) + y j (u q+1 ) − c(u q , u q+1 ) + δ uqu q+1 = y * j (u q ) + y * j (u q+1 ) − c(u q , u q+1 ) + δ uqu q+1 + λ uq (κ − uq ) + λ u q+1 (κ − u q+1 ) = s * (u q , u q+1 ) − (κ − uq ) + (κ − u q+1 ) = s * (u q , u q+1 ) + uq − u q+1 = 0.
The last two equations follow from (38) and the fact that λ uq = −1 and λ u q+1 = 1. Next, we consider the case where (u q , u q+1 ) / ∈ M . Edges that are not in the matching are directed from a vertex of B to a vertex of A, and so, u q ∈ B and u q+1 ∈ A. By the definition of slack for edges that are not in the matching, we have s(u q , u q+1 ) = c(u q , u q+1 ) + δ uqu q+1 − y j (u q ) − y j (u q+1 ) = c(u q , u q+1 ) + δ uqu q+1 − y * j (u q+1 ) − y * j (u q ) − λ uq (κ − uq ) − λ u q+1 (κ − u q+1 ) = s * (u q , u q+1 ) − (κ − uq ) + (κ − u q+1 ) = s * (u q , u q+1 ) + uq − u q+1 = 0.
The last two equations follow from (38) and the fact that λ uq = 1 and λ u q+1 = −1.
Next, using Lemma C.2, we give a proof for Lemma 6.6. We first restate verbatim the claim of Lemma 6.6.
Lemma C.3 Consider a compressed feasible matching with dual weightsỹ(·) assigned to every vertex of V H . For any piece R j and any vertex v ∈ V j , let y * j (v) denote the dual weight prior to executing SYNC, and for any edge (u, v) ∈ E j , let s * (u, v) be the slack prior to executing SYNC. Let y j (·) denote the dual weights of V j after this execution. For any edge (u, v) ∈ E H j with a projection (ii) Otherwise, there is no shortest path − → P s,ut,j in R j with u as its second vertex. Consider u * to be the second vertex of some − → P s,ut,j and u * = u. Then, u * ∈ (K j ∪ (V j ∩ (A F ∪ B F )), and |ỹ(u * )| − |y * j (u * )| > (u ,v )∈ − → P u * ,v,j s * (u , v ).
Proof: Let y * j (·) and y j (·) be the dual weights before and after the execution of the SYNC procedure. Also, let s * (·, ·) denote the slack of an edge in G with respect to the dual weights y * j (·). Note that the dual weights y(·) do not change from the execution of the SYNC procedure. First, we establish that for every vertex u i along − → P u,v,j , u i ≤ κ. By our assumption,
For any i, such that 0 ≤ i ≤ t + 1, consider the cost of the path s, u 0 , u 1 , ..., u i . From (41), the cost of the edge (s, u 0 ) = κ − κ u ≤ κ − t q=0 s * (u q , u q+1 ), and for any 0 ≤ q < i, the cost of the edge (u q , u q+1 ) = s * (u q , u q+1 ). Therefore, the cost of the path s, u 0 , u 1 , ..., u i is at most 
This implies u i ≤ κ, and the dual weight of u i is updated by the SYNC procedure. 
Note that if s, u 0 , u 1 , ..., u i is not the shortest path from s to u i in R j , then inequalities (42) and (43) are strict inequalities.
First, we address the case where there is a shortest path − → P s,ut,j in R j with u as its second vertex. Since the path − → P u,v,j is the shortest path from u to v in R j , from the optimal substructure property, a shortest path from s to u t is s, u, u 2 . . . , u t−1 , u t . Since u i ≤ κ , from Lemma C.2, every edge on this path will have a zero slack.
From (43), the change in dual weight for u t is |y j (u t )| − |y * j (u t )| ≥ s * (u t , v).
The slack for the edge (u t , v) is given by Next, we address case (ii), where u * = u. Note that the only edges that are leaving s are to the vertices of K j ∪ {(A F ∪ B F ) ∩ V j }. So, u * has to be a vertex of this set. Next, let the path − → P s,ut,j = s = s 0 , s 1 , . . . , s α = u t be the shortest path from s to u t with s 1 = u * . Therefore, from Lemma C.2, all edges on this path have zero slack with respect to the dual weights y j (·). From (20), |y j (u * )| − |y j (u t )| = φ( − → P u * , ut,j ).
Before the execution of the SYNC procedure, from (20) we have, Note that if s, u 0 , u 1 , ..., u t is not the shortest path from s to u t in R j , then, as stated before inequalities (42) and (43) are strict inequalities. From applying (43) we get that |y j (u t )| − |y * j (u t )| > s * (u t , v). Therefore, 
By property (2) of the SYNC procedure, y j (s 1 ) =ỹ(s 1 ), and therefore, (ii) follows.
